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This paper analyzes a valuable Russian-Korean vocabulary published in 1900 in 
Vladivostok, and recently discovered by the author. The Korean of the materials is 
N. Hamkyeng dialect, and shows many interesting and archaic features at the a) 
phonetic , b) phonological, c) morpho-syntactic and d) lexical levels. E .g. : a) III is 
[r] before C, Late Middle Korean (LMK) Isy + VI is preserved as f!+ V], Icl and 
It! are unaffected by paiatalization and affrication, LMK layl has failed to under
go monophthongization in some instances; b) 101 > 01 _ + -i, and I m,n I > [b.d]/ 

!I _ ; c) V-final words suffix "nominative" I-i!, and there is no sign of I-kat; WH
questions take a different sentence ending /-ko/ than non-WH questions; d) there 
are many typically N. Hamkyeng words, e.g. hammuri "river," ~odab "laundry," 
xa·mintu "snack," as well as words of Chinese , Russian and unknown origin. 

This article introduces and analyzes the Korean dialect materials found in 
an appendix to N. P. Matveev's CnpaBO'lHaSl KHl1ra r. Bna~I1BOCTOKa pub
lished in 1900 in Vladivostok. This book of 2S0-odd pages is a compendium 
of useful information about Russia's Far Eastern port , and includes sections 
on the local climate, communications (post office, telegraph, roads), govern
ment , local and international trade, public facilities, etc. 

Most interesting for our purposes is Matveev's attention to the cultures 
and languages .of Vladivostok's three main Asian groups: the Chinese, the 
Japanese , and the Korean. Matveev gives information on the calendars, 
weights and measures, and currencies of these three peoples in the main 
body of the book, and then includes three appendices: "A Short Russian
Chinese Dictionary," " A Short Russian-Japanese Dictionary, " and "A 
Short Russian-Korean Dictionary. " 

While the Chinese and Japanese dictionaries follow the "standard" 
languages and do not provide much exciting new information (both lan
guages had already been studied in the West for many years), the Korean 
dictionary is a goldmine. What little information was available by 1900 on 
Korean was mostly about the Seoul dialect , although some amateur work 
was done on Phyengan dialects . Matveev does not tell us anything about his 
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information or how he collected it, but it is clear that he did not rely on 
other Russian-language sources, and that his informant was a native (or 
even a Russian second-generation descendant) of the Yukcin or "Six Garri ·· 
sons" region in Hamkyeng, Korea's northeastern province. (see map) 

In this article, I outline all of the interesting features to be found in 
Matveev , and compare and contrast them with both modern Seoul standard 
speech (MSS), and Late Middle Korean (LMK) , the language preserved in 
the texts of the 15th century. I reproduce the entire 20-page dictionary in 
English and modified romanization as an appendix . 

Whenever useful, I cite other materials available on North Hamkyeng 
dialects in Russian / Soviet territory (see references), including my own 
King (1987), the first description based on fieldwork carried out with a 
Soviet Korean informant from Soviet Central Asia. I will show that the 
dialect represented in Matveev shares many features with the speech of 
King's informant. 

About the map: ** 1 is the Yukcin (also: "Yuk . up") region. What looks 
like f:m~ should read ~ttlit (Congseng) . The perceptive reader will also note 
that area ** 1 contains 5, not 6 units - they are Hoylyeng, Congseng, 
Onseng, Kyengwen , and Kyenghung (the area of origin of the RKR and 
RKS informants) . This is because Kim Thaykyun(1986) includes Pulyeng 
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(area #2) with the Musan region (area #3), as a "transitional area" be
tween # I and the "Saup region ," area # 4. Area #5 is South Hamkyeng, 
and area #6 is Phyengan Province. 

This map is adapted from Kono (1942: 303), and the boxed-in names are 
the areas investigated by Kono during his three-year survey of Korean di
alects. Note that Kono only visited two out of the "Six Garrisons 
(Yukcin)"- Hoylyeng and Onseng . 

1. Phonetics and Phonology 

A. Volwels 

Reflexes of LMK 101 and 10/: 

LMK Gloss 

wind 
mustard 

Matveev 

parimi(38) 
ceo-dzi(89) 
posusi(96) 

polom 
kyeco 
pesus 
kurus 

mushroom 
dish 

(pinir-) kirisi(301) 
(camur-) kurusi(201) 

Seoul 

Ipalaml 
Ikyecal 
Ipesesl 
Ikurusl 

but 
sa lom 
tyaruta 
umsik 
-tulh/-tolh 
kilum 

person 
short 
food 
plural 
oil 

"soap-dish. " 
(cesen-)sarremi(217) 
tiarreo(223) 
im-sogi(247) 
(sarrem-)dori(271) 
(sre) cirimi(2S1) 

but cirimi(281) is glossed 
"butter" 

as "oil." 
nuluyta slow dreron(284) 

The [0] is a mystery. 
kulehota do so kirel'man-xao(292) 

Also kiri gasu(319) "necessary." MSS has: 
kocita carry kodzegao(332) 

I RKS and RKR both have I-d:>rij us well. 

Isalaml 
Iccalptal 
lumsikl 
I-tul/ l 

Ikiluml 

Inulital 

"possible" 

Ikulehtal 

IkacitaP 

1 Notc that Matveev uses 101 for both Icl and 101, but 10 either case . the first 10] here is 

we ird . 
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yelum fruit eromre(392) Iyelmayl 
Again, .the [0] is strange, but cL LMK Iyelwom cistal "to farm," and 
lye!. [G ]wutal "to make ripe." 

ho-no-n doing xanren(394) Ihanun/ 
Sometimes this vowel is rounded to [u] after [u,o]: punnundre(430) 
"burning," ton munungre(428) "payment ," donungre(436) "playing; an 
outing. " But there is also [a] : sori xanangre(441) "a song," and an occa
sional [i]: tsaraningre(460) "a plant, growing thing ." 

ilccuki early irtsu-gao( 447) lilccikil 

I cannot explain the [-ao 1. 
kulimey shadow kirimdzi(535) Ikulimceyl 
manol garlic manreri(576) Imanull 

tangsin you tan-sini(602) Itangsinl 
But note the palatalized [s], and cf. tan-sinnre(603) "you (pl.)." 

tasos five tasi (612) Itasesl 

acik/ancik/ancuk still, yet andzugi (P48) /acikl 

The [- iJ is the Hamkyeng reflex of the MSS I-un, -nunl marker of 
deemphasis , topic/theme . 

thwongso interprete r txonsi (P50) IthongsaP 

Preservation of LMK lu/: 

culta muddy ts i -0(99) "dirty" 
cumsung .beast san-tsi msu\ (179) 

cUlllsung Cf. also dartsum sui( 443) "bird'" from Inal 
(ni+chuta) toothpick ditsigre(173) 

LMK Ichuta! means " to remove." 
etulo whither 
kichwum/kichim cough 

Ikichiml 

odiru( odi- meru )(239) 
titsimi(251) 

Reflexes of LMK luy, oy/: 

!cilta/ 
Icimsllng/ 

cimsung/. 

(/i+chita!) 

letilol 

uywen doctor ivoni(124) luywenl 
poychoy cabbage tadu-bretsre(198) /paychwu/ 

I do not know what the [tadu-] is . If it is not related to LMK Itolta/ , MSS 
Italtal "sweet ," it is related to LMK Itatayl "Chinese," or Chinese * 8':1 

3 Note that Matveev's [n] can stand for either 1n l or! ng/. Occasionall y, he uses the " hard 
sign" after [n] to indicate unambiguous 1nl: [H·r.l . 
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dad~ " bigone. " 
cilkuyta tough , strong cirgio(236) 

ahoy child (sodan-)agi (555) 
syensoyng teacher sonsui(554) 
yekuy here egiri onara(P9) 

"comehere" 

huyta white xin-ge(26) 

Other Strange [i]s in Matveev: 

wentwu 
(thywu) 

pea 
weights 
plank-bed 

This is from 'i'{il + T 

von-di(88) 
tsii( 69) 
cemdzi(323) 

"pupil" 
Icilkital 
lail 
Isensayngl 
Iyekil 

Ihuytal 

Iwentwul 
IchwllI 
Itemcal 

Cf.R.UbIHoBKa(?) cem-dzi(567) Icemcal 

tWllyskan outhouse tsikani(376) Itwiskanl 
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The only way to explain the [ts] here is to assume Itwiskanl > tiskan > 
tsikkan >tsikkan . The change Iwil or I-u+-il > i is necessary to explain 
the correspondence N . Hamkyeng lil = MSS Iwu/, anyway, and [tsi] could 
have been lowered to [tSt] by analogy with other Idental + il syllables 
which went to Idental + il in MSS. 

kwui ear kutii(552) 
hye tongue seti(595) 
?? wheat buzi(580) 

Ikwi, kwittaykil 
Ihye/4 

?? 
nwupta lie down dibo ... (P58) " Lie down .. . " Inwuptal 

MSS Iwul = Matveev [i]: 

kwuksywu 
(kamcywu) 

" Kvas" is a 
kwangcwo/uli , 

noodles ku-si[sic]( 45) 
rice wine kamdzi(202) ~' Kvas" 

slightly alcoholic drink of fermented 
twig basket kvan-dzi(219) 

Ikwuksul 
Ikamcwul 

cereals . 
Ikwangcwulil 

kwangcu/oli 
(pwuci(s)tay) fire poke r 
ptolki strawberry 

puzu-tagi(228) 
targu(278) "raspberry" 

Ipucikkayngil 
Ittalki/5 

~ Kim Thaykyun gives / seytti / for Congseng. 
5 Note that Matveev has no way to write word-in itial geminates , and is very in consistent in 

using [x l to mark aspi ration , too. 
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syeysywu wash up sesir-xao(303) /seyswu/ 
The [-r] is the acc. suffix. The two dots over the le] are a mystery . King 
(1987) reports [sesir hago ... ]. Cf. also sosi krisi(452) "wash stand." 

pepper xuci(384) /hwuchwu/ 
myengcywu silk mendi(582) Imyengcwu/ 

YCT also lists /myengti/(CAHOYCWUNG 31). 
chipta cold Cipso(P4) 

rag , duster sren-dzi(524) 

Matveev [a] vs. MSS lay/: 

Word-internal: 

/chwuptal 
/hayngcwu/ 

twongsoyng brother ton-san-ganb(21) /tongsayngJ6 
toykwol(i) head tagari(104) /taykali/ 
hoy year xa-sui(85) /hay/ 

From "year" +~ /su/ " number." CL kin-sui(560) "pound (lb .)" <IT+~ 
choyk book tsagi(207) /chayk/ 
:soym a spring samtsu(192) /saym/ 

I do not know what the [-tsu] is . 
:woyn left vantsagi(269) 
(-keys-) "future" (kiri-)gas[ -]u(329) 
maktahi staff bagtagi(379) 
saski animal young totusaki( 405)"suckling p!g" 
coychwok hota to hurry, press tsatsug-xao( 488) 
(moywu) very bau tobunga: (551) 

"very hot" 

Word-final: 

sausage sunda(195) 
'coy ashes tsa(183) 
penkoy lightning ponga(293) 
poy boat patii(311) 

This is from boat(MSS /pay/) + ting "lantern" /pay/. 

/oyn( ccok)/ 
I-keyss/ 
/maktayki/ 
/saykki/ 

/caychokhatal 
/maywu/ 

/swuntay/ 
/cay/ 
/penkay/ 
Ipayl 

(pyekay) pillowcase pega- isi(318) /peykay/ 
Also: pregao( 429) ·'pillow ." LMK /ye/ > /ey/ regularly in this dialect. What 

(, Cf. King ( 1987) [to!J S<r I a nd RKR [to!J sa I < tongsa + i < tongsang. 
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lighthouse pasagui(31O)"sailor" 
under, below arake(333)"lower" 

Ipayssakongl 
lalayl 

poy 
alay 

Cf. LMK lalawuhl "top and bottom" (WEL 2: 41). 

?? corkscrew magre-cai( magapaninb.ci)( 4l3)?? 
Note [ppa-] vs. LMK Ispayhhyeta/, MSS Ippayta/ "extract, remove." 

:say grass, hay sai(510) Isayl 
But cL am soru sreri tsora(P60) "Give the cow some hay ." 

trade (store) kaga(530) Ikakeyl 
:an'kay fog angai(534) lankayl 
·nay I(nom.) dai(597) Inay kal 
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Contrast this with dre(598) "you," and LMK I:ney/, MSS Iney ka/"id .,,7 

(tampoy) tobacco engesa tanbari bokti mao(P57) 
"Don't smoke here." YCT lists one occurrence of Itampal from early 
modern Korean : (TONG EN KO L YAK). MSS has Itampay/ . 

This last group of examples is extremely interesting. According to K6no 
(1942:224) , the dialects which preserve the LMK diphtongs, e.g. [sail or 
[sa:i] for LMK Isay/, MSS Isayl ([sre])"bird" are Hwanghay Province, the 
western half of south Phyengan, most of north Phyengan , most of south 
Chwungcheng, and Cinchen in north Chwungcheng. "[Such forms] do not 
exist in other regions , i.e. Kyengki Province, the southern dialects, and the 
northeast. " 

But Matveev clearly has them. While the Matveev data could be dismis
sed as Phyengan borrowings , I believe the situation is more complex. It is 
likely that some Phyengan residents were among the first waves of Korean 
emigrants that began moving to Russian territory from 1863 on, but the 
overwhelming majority came from the Yukcin area at the northern tip of 
Hamkyeng. This area is already known as a "dialect island" that differs in 
significant ways from the rest of the peninsula, most notably in its failure to 
undergo the wave of palatalization and affrication of It I and Icl that swept 
through the peninsula . The only other dialect area that failed to undergo 
these changes was Phyengan. 

I believe this lack-of-monophthongization must be interpreted as yet 
another archaism that Yukcin dialects happen to share with Phyengan. I 
share K6no's view of this development: LMK I:sayl [sa :i'] " hay" was in 
Yukcin [sa :i+i], as these dialects all suffix the nominative I-if obligatorily to 

7 In fact. I ay I a nd I ey I have fall e n togethe r fo r ma ny Seoul spea kers (due to influe nce from 
southe rn dia lects) , and Seoul co lloquia l has shifted Iney kal ··you" to Ini gal vs. Inay kal 

I na:ga I· 
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the citation form . Forms like these were then re-interpreted as [sa:+iJ, and 
this explains the failure to monophthongize, as well as compound forms like 
[pasagui] "boatman," from LMK Ipoyl (MSS Ipay/)+ Isakong/ . Vowel 
length may also have played a role here , but more data are necessary for a 
definitive analysis. 

Other cases of Matveev V (+ i) vs. MSS IVy/: 

mwol.[G]ay sand bosoi(426) Imolay, mosayl 
soacwul steel chain/wire sazuri( 435) Isoycwul/ 

Cf. kansoa(507) "steel," soa( 147) "iron," vs . tsamursce(158) "lock." LMK 
has I·soyl " iron; steel," but LMK Isoal does not occur alone. 

(toy/tuy) pond burundo i( 439) (/tey/) 
towoyta become . toiaso(P34) Itoyssol 

Umlaut in Matveev: 

barrel , jar tundze(8) " jar" Ithongl 
Cf. also namut-xunzce(35) " barrel. " MSS has no Ithongcal, so this may be 
a loan from Chinese tongzi tffi-=t. 

kamco potato 
yelswoy key 

This is valid only if from *ersoa . 
(makay) cork , stopper 

blanket 
yemsywo 
salom 
(chyenge) 

sheep 
person 
herring 
a Russian 

kamdze (199) Ikamcal 
ersce(206) Iyelsoyl 
It is more likely just lcel < loy/. 
pen-magce( 412) Ipyengmaka yl 
tanzce(356) Ith ancal 
cmsce(351) Iyemsol 
sa rcemi(394) Isalaml 
coce( 471) Ichengel 
maudzce( 453) 

I believe this word is a loan from Chinese maozi ~-=t " hai ry o ne." I 
include it under "Umlaut" because it must be mauca +i . 

kopeck xon-girtsce [sic] (PI06) 
This seems to be from Ik ulccal " letter." 

The Correspondence Matveev [a] vs. MSS, LMK le/: 

(cyenyek) evening cona-gi(49) Icenyekl 
syekkyeng mirror sekiai( J68) Isekkyengl 
cyekta few cakso(279) Icektal 

On the same page (8), [cakso] is glossed as "small. " Cf. eaktia aniu(330) 
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"not a few," and cokrem-tiakso(331) "not many. " cagnmuri(375) "ebb" 
could be seen as either Icektal or Icaktal. 

mwoncy first mandfio tsundoni(176) "deposit,' 
advance ." MSS has Imence/. Cf. also Jap. mazu " first. " 

pyensi , kind of meat pie pianse(388) "pirog" 
cywusyek tin sagnabi(374) Icwusek, hamsekl 
syeta to stand scankre[sic](437) "s.th. standing idle" 

This must be a misprint for [sankre] . MSS "stand" is Isetal. 
yele(h) various iara gadzi( 445) Iyelel 
(cyeksam) shirt cak sami(450) Iceksaml 
(syetang) village school sadai(553) Isetang! 

But soda-xundiai(554) "school teacher. " 
yetulp 8 iadu(615) 
ye lh 10 iar'b( 617) 
yetun 80 iadin(635) 
(chinchyek) relatives cincagi(P93) 
-eysye " loca tive" engesa tanbart bokti 

Iyetelpl 
Iyel! 
Iyetunl 
Ichinchekl 

mao(P57) 
"Don't smoke here." Meaning "from:" dreodimresa marre txagu van 'nia 
(P67) " Where are you coming from (by horse)?" and pursurgi Cirreisa .. . 
sara (P77) "Buy ... at the RR staion." MSS has leyse/ . 
Th is correspondence of N. Hamkyeng [a] = Seoul lel can also be found in 
other works published in Russia before the turn of the century. 

Other Vowels in Matveev: 

doll, toy doronkami(190) 
The second 101 in this word is odd. Perhaps it is the I-wo-I " inserted 
vowel" of LMK. Recall [eromre] "fruit" above, from Iyeltal "open ;" YCT 
lists Inwolwomnwolil " playing; gambling" (SOHAK 5: 95). 

:mwolta coachman mar-morakun(246) Imoltal 
I cannot explain the second [a] . Ditto for the next example: 

:mal speech bara-xao(84) " to speak" Imal hatal 
Both Ima l! and Imol-I have long vowels in MSS, and had the "rising tone" 
in LMK. Perhaps this is an important clue about the origin of vowel 
length in Korean. (Does txaramodi(39) "gimlet" belong here?) 

mwoncoy dust mundzi(423) Imencil 
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B. Consonants 

Lack of Palatalization and Affrication: 

Matveev's informant has iti/ for LMK le!, vs'. MSS l tn. He also preserves 
[t] before [i] where MSS now has le! [ts]. The 60-odd examples with [c] are 
nearly all from LMK /c (h)yV/ , /c(h)i/, or from palatalization of /ki, kyV/. 
Here are the examples: 
LMK Gloss Matveev Seoul 

cywohoy paper co-i(23) 
cyenyek evening cona-gi( 49) 
(swucye) fork ~ori(52) 

Cf. also MSS Icestalak/ "chopsticks." 

/congil 
Icenyekl 
Iswucel 

chi 1 3/4 inches Ci-sui(46)(chi+~+ i) /chi(swu)/ 
cip house Cibur-torakao(126) "return home" 

Itip/ is attested spottily for LMK, but also shows up in Matveev: tibi(558) 
"fanza (Manchurian Chinese house) ." MSS has leip/. 

twongita tie up tondzio(151) Itongita/ 
This form must have arisen through the same sporadic development that 
gave MSS Imancital "feel" from LMK Imonital (cf. YuChangton 1980: 43-
44): /twongita/ > Itwongcita/. 

ancywu snack xa-mi andzu(156) 
mwoncye first mandzio tsund.oni(176) 

"Give" was /cwutal in LMK, so [ts1 is expected in 
cywokwom a little coku-man(221) 
cilkuyta tough, strong cirgio(236) 
cyakta small, few cakso(277) 
cyec milk codzi(294) 

hammer manci(295) 
chipta cold Cibungcejl)(315) "forst" 

lancwu/~ 

"Deposit. " 
the second word. 

Icokuml 

/cilkital 

/cektal 
leee/ 
/mangchil 

/chwuptal 

K This is a typical N. Hamkyeng word. Kim Pyengcey (1980) lists Ihaymi , haym. hamsay , 
hdymsayl . but docs not gc t more specific than " N. Hamkyeng." Kim Thaykyun. who is some
times he lpful for pinning down sub-dialects, gives only Ihaymse y/, fo r Sengcin . 

• , It is typcial of thc Russian-language materials to list adjectives in this way: ladj .-n + ke/, 

where Ike/ is form Ikes+i/. This is the typical ci tation form for adjectives in RKS , where the 
verbal citation form is verh+ki. Other I-gel adjcctive cita tion forms in Matveev: katsa-bunge 
(15) "near, closc" vs. MSS Ikakkaptal. kin-ge (19) "big" vs. MSS Ikhutal. xin-ge (26) "whitc" 
vs . MSS Ihuyta/, tOl'lc-xan-ge (196) "stone (adj.)" vs. MSS/lOllo han . . .I, sa:gc(337) "new" vs. 
MSS Isay/. and maringe (495) "dry." 



kocita 
(cikcy) 
hwochywo 
cyangkap 
cyemulta 
cyelpan 
sywuken 
cyeksam 
chywong 
chyenge 
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carry 
carner, coolie 
pepper 
gloves 
grow dark 
half 
towel 
shirt 
rifle 
herring 

kodzegao(332) 
cigckilni(340) 
xuCi(384) 
cangabi(386 ) 
ccmuo(398) "late" 
cer-bani( 402) 
sugoni( 403) 
caksami( 450) 
coi(451) 
core(471) 

cyang soysauce cai( 484) 
swusk charcoal namu-suci(537) 

2'11 

Ikacital 
Icikeykkwunl 
Ihwuchwul 
Icangkapl 
Icemultal 
Icelpanl 
Iswukenl 
Iceksaml 
Ichongl 
Ichengel 
Icangl 
Iswuchl 

acyek morning a-dze-ge(546) " in the morning" 
MSS has lachim/ 10 for " morning." 

cywolwong hanging cage coroi(559) "lantern" 
cywuzin host cuini(565) 
kwoc flower kodzi(566) 

Matveev's form preserves the LMK exactly. 

Examples from velar palatalization : 
kisputa happy 
kic collar 
kyeco mustard 
kilta long 
kitol.[GJwuta to wait for 
ki lum 
kilh 

But cL 

oil, grease 
road 

tsiri(128) 

Cipuo(sui-puo)( 47) 
Cidii(62) 
ceodzi(89) 
Cio(119) 
Ci-dur-guo(123) 
cirimi(280)"butter' , 
cire inin tari(298) "bridge" 

T he following are examples of [cl that I am unsure of: 

Icolong/" 
Icwuinl 
Ikkochl 

Ikipputal 
Ikisl 
Ikyccal 
Ikiltal 
Ikitarital 
Ikiluml 
Ikill 

orange Ciuza(2) Ikywul/ 
This must be a mandarin loan : Ch . tf.ll.:r juzl. The reoccurrence of thi~ 
word in (P49) as [cuizaJ confirms my suspici on: the Mandarin [ill typically 

Howcver. w hile Matveev's typical ve rha l (and sometimes adjectiva l) citation form is th v 

" ha-o fo rm" (e.g. sa-o (145) " Iive'" pi -o (415) "beg;" tsi-o ('1'1) "dirty."). Matveev also u~e~ 

this I-ge l for vcrbs and othcr expressions: kadzinin-ge (20) "to takc ," sam-nin-gc (42) "to 

boil." nirinigc (579) " to read ," toridorixang<ej (SXs) "a sphc re." 

'" Kim Thaykyun does no t list /ace k/ or the lik e . but it must he Ihe older N. Hamkye ng word : 

RKS has atsok. atsogi. 

" I am not IOO'},o ce rt ai n o f thi s iden tification . 
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waffles between [wi] and [yu] for Korean learners. 

?? clay Cidagi(102) ?? 

This may 

(comta> 
camuta?) 

be related to the word Iciltal "slushy, muddy ." 
camur-kurusi(201 ) 

?? 
?? 
?? 

?? 
?? 

saucepan 

starch 
plank-bed 
haymaking; 

meadow 
garden 
account; 

calculation 

kadzre-kargi(233 ) 
cemdzi(323) 
cukxau( 432) 

pan coni(464) 
xoce(496) 

?? 
?? 
?? 

?? 
?? 

cha tea camuri(570) Icha( + mul)1 

Perhaps this is the [camur] in [camur-kurusi] above. 
to clean sedze-xao(577) ?? 

But for the two dots on the second re], we could identify this word with 
MSS Isocey hatal "to clean. " Perhaps it is a misprint. Cf. sdi sugoni(403) 
"towel. " 

Examples of [ti/di], [tsi/ dzi]: 

tita burden, load timi(6) Iciml 
kaci eggplant kadi(7) Ikacil 

YCT lists one occurrence of Ikatil (YU MWUL SAM). Typically, N. 
Hamkyeng dialects have Ikkacil vs. MSS I.kaci/, but Matveev does not 
show the tense unaspirates (geminates). 

mwot nail, screw txaramodi(39)"gimlet" Imosl 
pit debt pidi(134) Ipicl 
chwon village tsxo-ni(115) Ichonl 
?? wooden namu-tsa-bun-dagi( [16) ?? 
cwita to grasp, hold tsio(1l7) Icwital 

This must be reduced from Itswio), as we would expect [cio]. 
etilta good-hearted odio( 121) leciltal 
:tyem store;enterprise tiomi( I 75)"factory" Icem/ '1 

tiph straw tip-kaudre(24I )"330-lb. sack" Iciphl 

tyaluta/tya[ota short 
nat scythe 

tianro(223) 
nadi(257) 

Iccalpta/ 
/nasl 

12Note that M<Jtvccv also has Ilbnil,a modern Mandarin loan for the sa me Chinese character : 

1;5. 
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boat tsuani(264 ) 
This is from Chinese fflff chuan, and can a lso be found in RKS, 

meti ani hot a not far modi-an io(327) Imelci anhtal 
nap monkey tscen-nabi(371) 

The first syllable must be from LMK lcon/=MSS Icanl "small ." This 
LMK word has been replaced by Iwenswungil in MSS. 

?? officer kumbu tsadi kvam,(377) ?? 

?? passport tianpe(371 ) I??-phyol 

This may be fW~ Icenphyol "chit, voucher," in which case it is another 
good example of the Matveev [al = MSS let correspondence . 

pwut writing brush pudi(385) Ipwusl 
tywohta good totia aniu(393) " bad" Icohtal 

Cf. teso(563) "good." If [totia aniuj is not a typo for [tio ... ], it is a 
Phyengan form. 

ti nata to pass by 
?? wheat 
(tywosywu) influx , flood 
twoth pig 
tye that one 

C L a lso tegce(607) " that 

tina-kao( 418) 
tsa mtsamusi( 422) 
tiosu(433) 
toti(469) 
te-( 604) 

thing," and tegi(514) " there ." 

LMK IsyV/= MATVEEV lsVl: 

Icinakatq/ 
?? 
Icoswul 
Itwaycil 
Icel 

Just like RKR and RKS , Matveev preserves LMK Isy + Vowel! as [5+ 
vowel] . Here are some of the more interesting or puzzling exa mples. 

Valdivostok xa-sua(55) 
This is from the Chinese haishenwai iifj:i'!;. ~, and is another example of 
the N. Hamkyeng tendency to rc-interpret [-a il as la + if. Another Sibe
rian place-name: soan-ni an(334) " Nikol 'sk." 

(masywo) horses & cattle basu-bogi nin-de(79) Imasol 

(syengtywung) city 
to complain 

hyeta , hhye ta to light , 
ignite(tr. ) 

" pasture " 
son-di unb(87 )(J1iX: ~?) 
son-scert xagasu( 139) 
pu ru-so( 154) 

?? 
Ikhyeta/ 

The Matveev form is a direct development from the LMK. Cf. also sett, s 
[sic](595) "tongue, " LMK and MSS both have Ihye/. The second [-u] in 
[purul IS the accusat ive [-t], rounded to [u] after the first [ul , 

-syc " fro m" so( 187) 1- ( ey)sel 
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A lso egiso(368) "here." This is also a direct holdover from LMK, and 
holds for the verbal I-sye/, too: kase ... (P12) "Go and ... " 

engineer punsu(191) ?? 
ticket counter sren-pe kan(200)( 1c~?) ?? 

(cywosyen) 
(sywusywu) 

Korea cesen-sarremi(217) Icosenl 

corn suki(240) I( ok)swuswu/ D 

compass punsutinam sbogi[sic](255) 
MSS "magnet" is Icinamsekl. [sbogi] must be [sogi]=LMK Isyekl ;0. 

may mill somaj(313) Imaystoll 
From LMK Isywol "cow; ox" + "mill. " 

:syem island semdoi(364) Iseml 
If this is not Isyem/+/toyl "place." it is an interesting case of a native 
Korean noun becoming "glued" to the Chinese character which it glosses : 
SK J'4, Itol "island." 

laundry sodab-sinrenankani( 409) "laundress" 14 

Many thanks. mani asimtia aniol~ (410) 
syeknywuhwang matches sren-niu-va( 486) Isengnyangl 

The re] has been umlauted under the influence of the following [i], and 
loss of final I-ngl is common in this dialect. The [v] could be ' a clumsy 
attempt at (w], but Matveev could also have written [u] or [0].10 

(sywuphan) abacus supani( 496) Iswuphan/ 
syeng surname soi(557) Isengl 
?? box a, kuos[sic](594) ?? 

This could be related to ffTI SK Ikwey/. 

syelhun 30 soru n(630) Iselunl 
yesywuyn 60 yesun( 633) Iyeyswunl 

bottle pyensa(P35) /pyeng/ 
Cf. piondza (24) "id." The latter seems like a re-Koreanization of a Chinese 
loan pingzi mi-=f. But this seems an unlikely explanation for the [-sa]. 

There is at least onc example with [si V] as such: 
station siuim-tomi 17 (508) 

I.' Cf. King (19H7) [aksukki[ . Kim Thaykyun has this for Kyengwen. Onseng. Conseng. 

Hoylyeng . and Musa n . 

14 Isctap . sye tapl is a typical N. Hamkyeng word. Kim Thaykyun gives the latter (without 

indicating whether he means [s;)) or [si:>]) for Sengcin . Kyengwen . Congseng. and Hoylye ng. 

The latter three districts belong to the Yukcin region . 

I~ This is a typical N. Hamkyeng expression . Kim Thaykyun lists varianls of lasumchayitha. 

asumt haynikkwuma/. and gives lasimthaynikkwumal for Congse ng. King (1987) ha s 

[azumtfajt"a! and lasumtfait"a) . RKS has asimt' = an [blur) nia. 

If. For more on Ivl sce below. 

17 I do not know what the [siuimJ is. but [tomij (cf. pursur-gi-tomi (60) "train statio n. ") is 
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Another manifestation of the lack of palatalization is the retention of 
word-initial Ily-1 as[ ni-] : 
Iyang Chinese dollar xan-niai(101) "1 ruble" Inyangl 

In general, though, this dialect realizes word-initial In] as Id], for which 
see "Two Phonolgical Rules" below . 

Cases of False Velar De-Palatalization 

While velar palatalization occurs in some of the N. Hamkyeng subdialects, 
there is a less common, but related phenomenon, whereby we find (tJ or [tsJ 
corresponding to MSS/LMK Ikl as a result of " undoing" the velar palataliza
tion back in the wrong direction IX: 

kulyeki goose tiro-gi(lOO) Ikilekil 

IkiJ from LMK Ikul does not palatalize in: kirel'-man-xao(292) "possible," 
kirigasu(319) "necessary," cf. LMK Ikulehota/ , MSS Ikulehtal. 

kilh road tsiri(128) Ikill 
This is a good example of the intermediate stage where speakers would 
still have a chance to go back to the "correct" Ikill or on to [Cil]. 

kichum cough titstmi(251) Ikichiml 

The Pronunciation of Korean 11/: 

In King (1987), I demonstrated that Soviet Korean pronounces 11/ before 
consonants as a rolled If], and that the Kazan materials of 1904, as well as 
other CyriIlic script transcriptions of Korean employing [r] where Seoul has 
/1 /, should be taken at face va lue. Moreover , according to Kwak Choong-gu 
(p.c .), some old speakers from South Hamkyeng (Hamhung) preserve a 
rolled , or retroflex pronunciat.ion of 11/ in word-final position, e.g. (matf] 
"village." The Matveev materials are in complete agreement with these 
observations. Here are some examples: 

cibur-torakao(126) "go home." The [-ur] is the accusative, rounded after 

Chinese ~I:i zhan, Sino-Korean Icem/. this was LMK Ityem/ , so [tomi] here must be a Phyen

gan form. although Kim Ihyep (1981) lists no such word : Korean has always used Sino-Korean 

.~ Iyekl for "station ." Ct. also : pursuruCi t:rm (78) "railroad station ," which must be Sino

Korean f1!!.:l1li = MSS Iciceml " spo t ; point ; place. " The only other (remote) possibility is that 

[tomi) was borrowed from a Manchu-Tungus or Mongo lian language much earlie r (the ultimate 

source would still be Chinese). Litera ry Mongol has jam " post station ," Literary Manchu has 

g'iamun (cL Cincius, ed. (1975), vol. I , p. 341) . 

IX A relarted confusion that can arise at the [k , ts, cl cross roads is the " undoing" of a Itsl 

word to a [k) found in RKS, e .g. I kyemsiml for " lunch" = MSS Icemsiml, or Ikyel l " temple ; 

church" fo r Icel! from LMK I tyel!. The re a re no such exa mples in Matveev. 
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the labial (bJ; kargi nao( 138) "Thirst." MSS has Ikalki/: termuri( 142) 
"steel." MSS has Ichelmul/; tsamursre(158) "lock ;" tatargu(167) "wi,ld 
strawberry ;" I L) bosir -pioi( 177) "plague;" cok u-ma n- kir-t<eg i "piece; " 
torpre(592) "apple ." 

Two examples write a hard sign after the [r]: 
pun, punnundre( 430) " fire," and k0r1 ,-mogi(542) "street." I am not sure 
what Matveev intended with the hard sign here . 

Words with [v) and [f): 

King (1987) reported hearing a Iv] in the word for "cucumber:" (ve l 
(MSS loi/ , often realized as [we: D. The Russian language materi als on 
Korean as spoken in the Maritime Province contain examples of ortho
graphic "v" (written with" I' " ) , but it is difficult to determine whether they 
really meant [v 1, or were using it for the [w] which Russian lacks: they coulO 
have used combinat ions of [0] or Iu] plus vowel for the same purpose . More 
field work is needed to settle the issue . Here are the examples in Matveev.: 
wentwu pea von-di(88) Iwantwul 
uywen doctor ivoni( 124) liywenl 
kwangcwoli reed baske t kvan-dzi(219) Ikwangcwulil 
:woyn left vantsagi(269) 10yn(ccok)1 
:woy cucumber vre(353) loil 
(kwan) officer kumbu tsadi kvaOlJ(377) Ikwanl 
?? hard, ca llous kvakva-zao(575) Ikkwak?1 
(kwantiang) an official kvandiai(581) Ikwancangl 

came-Question van 'nia(P 67) Iwassn[ un ]yal 
There is also one word with If]: 

consulate ensa-fan'(213) Iyengsakwanl 
There is no apparen t Chinese source for the [fan '], so perhaps Matveev 's 

informant sloughed over the Ikl of [kvan ] and Matveev misheard the [v] as 
If] . 

The [z) Problem in the Russian Sources: 

Ever since Putsi llo (1874) recorded [z] for Isl in certain Korean words, the 
status of [z] in Northeast Korean dialects has been a puzzle. 20 Even if one 

I') From Ittal "earth" + Italk wu/. the latter corresponding to MSS Ittalkil "strawberry. " and 
LMK Iptolkil "id." CL also Matveev targu (278) "rasp-berry ." 

211 For discussions of Putsillo 's dictionary. see Adami (1982). Choi (1976) . Martin (1982). and 
Ogura ( 1944) . 
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concedes that Putsillo's dictionary consists in large part of a mechanical 
transfer of materials from Medhurst (1834) , and that subsequent Russian 
la nguage works on Korean (e.g. , Starchevskii 1890 and 1892, and Taishin 
1898) borrowed heavily from Putsillo, the problem does not go away . 

Traditional Korean philology recognizes that LMK had a /zl (or at least 
[zJ: some dispute its phonemic status), but no research in dialectology (e.g . 
Kim Pyengcey 1959, 1965, 1975, Kim Hyengkyu 1974, Choi Hakkun 1982) 
has turned up a Korean dialect that preserves [zJ from Is/. LMK [zJ shows 
up as dialect [s J, if it shows up at all. 

And yet, I myself have heard a [z] from a Soviet Korean speaker in 
Tashkent, and [zJ keeps turning up in Russian language sources which clear
ly owe nothing to Putsillo (1 874) . The [z]'s in Matveev can be divided into 
four types : 1) [z)'s from Icl (over [dz]: these are the overwhelming majority), 
2) [zJ's from Is/, 3) [z]'s from Chinese -=f zi, and 4) [z]'s of unknown origin : 

I. [z]'s from Ic/: 
nacoy 
nicta 
pwuci(s)tay 
(tungcan) 
?? 

in the day nazi [sic](120) 
to forget dizopurio( 149) 
fire poke r puzu-tagi(228) 
lamp tatn zani(261) 
puddle, pool burz'ntsaj(275) 

From I01ul cin [ciltaJ ca(ng)+i/, but Ica(ng)/ =?? 

Inaceyl 
licepelitaPI 
IpucikkayngiP2 
ItungcanP-' 

?? 

cecta damp, wet tsrezoso( 497) Icecesstal 
koskoci clean kaka-zao(578) Ikkaykkus hatal 

In fact , the verb in LMK was Ikoskos hota/, but the Ikoskocil form 
(MONGSAN 2) and Matveev form indicate that this was originally 
*/kockoc/. Note also kakadzao(421) "sweet; insipid. " In MSS , Ikkaykkus 
hatal can refer to taste, as in a smooth wine. 

ancta sit down anzara(P52) lancaral 

2. [z]'s from 15/: 
Thank you. azim-tianiu(33) 

I accept Kho Songmoo's (1986: 13) suggestion that this is from lansim ~'L' 

h(a)c(i) anh .ta/ . 

2 1 For the second member of this compound , cf. RKS nidzoppurigi " to forget ," and King 
( 19S7) thE pr(u)riss:J " I threw it away." 
,~ Anothe r nice example of a ll inte rvoca lic ve la r surviving. 
2.' " tain " seems to be a misprint. 
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kozay scissors kaza:(33X) Ikawil 
Keno 1942 lists no less than 17 diffe rent reflexes of this word across the 
Ko rea n peninsula. Ikasayl (fkase J is the N . Hamkyeng form, but of 
course Keno lists no [kaze) . this word appears in the 12th century 
Kyeylimyusa as ~IJ T~: Lee Ki-moon (1983 :95) interprets [kAzgai ), but 
Kono (op. cit. :166), o n the basis of [kasige J from Cenla (Namwen. Wun
pong), Kyengnam (Wulsan, Phyenghay), as we ll as some Kyengpuk and 
Chwungchc ng locat ions, reconstructs *[kAsiga i) . Keno envisions a change 
kAsiga i > kAsiai > kasa i, and would interpret LMK Ikozayl as [kA'\a i) . 
Whichever reconstructio n is correct, Matveev [kazre) remains an intri 
guing example: if it is to be believed , one can imagine one of two possible 
dev e lopment s : I ) *[kAzgai) > [kA z fi a i ) > (LMK)[kAzai) > [kazre], o r 
2) "' [kAs igai) > '" [kAsia ij > [kA jiai) > [kA3ia i] > (LMK) [KA3ai) > [Kazre). If 
this example were the on ly one Matveev had, this would all remain highly 
speculative, but there is also: 

puzep kitchen puzuke(387)"stove" Ipue khj24 
But it is possible that this is fro m Icl afte r al l. Keno lists two rare forms, 
[pUd3Jk) and [pUd3ikJ, occurring of South Kyengnam's eastern seaboard 
(Yangsan and Wulsan for the former, Ye nghay and Kyengcwu for the lat
ter), and supposes these a re more archaic forms of this word : [pu{pk] > 
*[pupkl > [pus .)k). On this account , Matveev [puzuke) would be Ipucukc/. 

musu what buzt(buzuge)(580) Imuesl 

musu(n) which. what ige buzu gc ragu xao?( P22) " What is 

this ca lled?" Also : drege onur buzun (oton) irinia?( P70) "What business 
have you today?" MSS has Im usun/. 

In fact. the LMK record is diverse he re : YCT lists Imusol, Imusom/ , 

Imusos/ . Imuses/ . Imusukes/, Imusuk/ , Imusum/, Imusus/,e tc . He lists o nly 
o ne examp le with IzI: Imuzusl (Twusi En hay 10: 16) . Note that the re is a lso 
Imuusl (from ea rl ier Imuzu;;/ ), both examples cited from the re-ed ition of 
the Twusi Enhay ( 1632). 
Kono's belief that LMK IzI was [ :~ J from [Hi)] from Isil is crucial for him. 

As part of his argume nt , he ci tes the LMK distinction between Isal and 
Isya/. Isel and Isye/ , e tc., and supposes the latter member of these pairs 

~" In facl this word has ut leusl two meanings . depend ing on Ihe region: "place whe n: o nc 

cooks food" = " kit chen ." a nd " place where the fire-ho le is" = ··stove; hearth : e tc." K6no 

(op . cit.) lists Ipusukl as occurring in Hamkyeng. as wel l as in South Kyc ngsang ( Hyepchen . 

Hamyang) . hut also noles Ihal ce rtain Hamkyeng varie ti es add I-kil o r [-kul · He lists [pllsuk £ I 
for all of H Ulllpllk. as we ll as for Tanchen in South Hamkyeng . No hody lists dialect forms with 

[zl· 
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would have been realized as I fa, Jcj, and says: "But this phonological 
distinction was later totally lost. Even in the dialects, no area is found which 
uses the palatals as a phoneme in opposition to the plain series ." And yet 
Ma tveev's informant clearly had just such an opposition, and the extremely 
accurate Kazan' materials show the same situation. I am still not confident 
that these dialects had [z[ from Is/ , or that LMK /zI was [ .~j, but the Matveev 
mate rials arc suggestive , and the question deserves more attention and field
work . 

3. [z l's from Chinese f zi: 
Recall ciuza (2) " orange, " namut-xunze (35) " oarrel ," piondza (24) "oot

tie, " maudza:(453) "Russian," and the mysterious ce mdzi(323) "plankoed" 
mentioned above , Ultimately , these arc a suogroup of [zl from le!. 

4 . [zl's of unknown origin : 
?'1 salary; reward kazagi( 140) ')') 

(kwuzywu?) (wash-)tuo kuzuro mur kurusi(200) ,!,!2S 

'!? pe reh (fish) xah, gouza:(R . t'Jt-:YII,,)(3SY) ?? 
?? postal counter sa:zurkani( 407 ,P75 ,P7h) '1 '/ 
? ') matting koz<cgi(44g) "? 
'I? stale; callous; kva kva-zao(575) ?? 

hard 
'/'/ Change; money en zaton(P54) " the change " 

oack 
'I') clean up konzul-Iru xa-( PM) 

A lso: uran kondzurt xaa:ra( PO 1) _ "Clean the yard ," 

Preservation of [-s-], [-b-] and [-g-]: 

'1 ') 

? ' / 

Hamkyeng dialects tend to preserve [-sol, [-b-I and (-g-I where the Central 
dialects (including LMK sometimes) lost them, Matvee v has only on c exam

ple of (-s-l : 
pusta to pour pu sora(P33)" Pour ' " Ipue lal 

Exampl es of [-b-I: 
te Wun( :tepta ) hot ta:hun -muri(2{J4) " boiling water" 

The I-p-I was on its wa y out a lread y in LMK , MSS has Itcwun/, Cr. al so 
be.tU tobunga:(55 1) "ugor" (" Cl. R , I 'Op\ol ' 11 'f', " hot " ) = MSS Imaywu/ 

tewun key/. 

" T hi , l(l()b , u, piei() u, ly lik e LMK Ikwu zywu/, MSS Ikwu yul .. t rough ; mange r ." followed hy 

(in, trum e ntJ I")[ -ro l then ,m o ther (;xpn;" ion. Imur ku ru,> il . /\ garh led e ntry. 
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chiWun cold Cibung<ei(3 I 5) " [rost" Ichwuwunl 
ho. Wol single xabul'liburi( 416) "sheet" 

LMK I ho .wol/ +/nipwull "cover." MSS has IhothipuJI (/honnibul]). 
nwupta li e down dibo(P58) "Lie down ! Inwuel 

Examples of I-g- ]: 
There exists a class of vowel-final nouns in LMK wh ich, when before the 

nominative I-i /, accusative I- ul, -oil , and loca tive I-ey/ , show an unusual 
syllabification: e.g . citat ion- form Inwolol "deer," but nom . I nwol. i/, ra ther 
than the expected * /nwo.li/ . K6no (op. cit.: I71) , citing N. Hamkye ng forms 
like [phekkiJ "bean" vs. MSS Iphath/<LMK Iphosk/, analyzes these forms 
as phat + ki , and ca ll s them the " ki-Conjugation." 

However, Lee Ki-moon (1961, 1983), following an idea of Ramstedt's, 
has shown tha t the LMK orthography was a device to write a velar fricative, 
which he writes as [/iJ . Originally, this was a len ited -g-(Martin's Yale sys
tem writes -G-), analogus to the "light/pi (~ = f3 )." IzJ from Is/, and [r I 
from It/ . This ve lar was part ·of the stem. Here are the examples from 
Matveev : 
swuf. wi (swuf.uy) cart ; wagon pur-sur-gi(41) '.'train (fire-cart)" 

Cf. also su-rgi(517) "cart." MSS has Iswuley/. Note that the citation form 
and nominative I- il form are the same in N. Hamkye ng. 

mei.wi grape morgui(54) Ime1wul 
namwo/nam.ki tree nangi(130) Inamwul 
yezo/yez .i fox ioki(272) Iyewul 
kolo/kof. i flour kargi(299) Ikalwul 

LMK acc . was I kof. o l/: cL kargi tsto(304) " knead dough. " 
mwuzwu radish buki(455) Imwuwul 

O ther examples o f preserved [-g-J: 
e f.eypis comb or-ge(95) lelleypisl 
noy smo ke naguri( 135) Inayl 

The only other di a lects with the [-g-] in th is word are N .E. Phyengan, S . 
Kyengsang Milya ng, N . Kyengsang, and parts of S. Hamkyeng. 

k itaf.1 G Jwuta wait for ci-dur-guo(1 23) Ikitarital 
suyta sour sikuo(205)"sour , fermented" 

T his is a lso a typica l N. Hamkyeng fo rm . Kono (op. cit., 254) gives 
[siguda ] for N . and S. Hamkyeng ([sigulda] for N. Phyengan Hwuchang), 
and [si k'uda] for N . Hamkyeng Onseng and Hoylyeng in the Yukcin 
region . 

e i.wuta freeze (t r.) orgumi(3 15) "frost" 
Cf. MSS le luml "ice:' le ltal "freeze(intr. ) ," and lellital "id .(tr.)" 
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(ssias) seed tsigasi(512) Issiasl 
Unfortunate ly the earliest cited example for this word is rather late, from 
the Hanche ngmunkam (mid-1800s). The [tsi-] outcome for LMK Ipsil 
"seed ," is strange, if it is not a typo . 

nilota , nil. e to say te saramu dirgora ... (P34) "Tell that 

person ... " MSS has liluta/, imperative lillela/. 

Attempts at Recording Accent: 

Hamkyeng dialect has a pitch-accent system ~imilar to that of Kyengsang 
province and LMK. Ramsey (1978) was the first scientific treatment of 
Hamkyeng accent, and King (1987) in troduced accent data from Soviet Ko
rean and the Kazan' materials. Unfortunately , Matveev was not as attentive 
to accent as the authors of the Kazan ' materials, but he did make a few 
fee ble attempts at recording it: 
?? salary kazagi(146) ?? 
kil ey on a road Cire inin tari(298) 
:cyang soy sauce bii « cang+ i)(484) 
-ya vocative(?) xa:a(503) "sun " 
pas 'kwota to exchange i kimuru daru pakatsuo(P47) 

"Please exchange this thing for me ." Note the accent on [daruJ also . 
enough kuman1,(P55) 
bring along .. . tarira kaga:ra(P63) " Go to fetch ... " 
come tara: ona:ra(P64) "Bring ... " 
imperative tonu kadzera(P54) "Take the money." 

C. Two Phonological Rules 

Two major phonological processes stand out in Matveev: 1) a rule of 
10/- loss, primarily before the nominative I-i/ , and 2) a nasal > voiced stop 
rule for Iml and 1nl . 

I. The rule of ID I-loss can also be found in the speech of King's (1987) 
Tashkent informant , as well as in RKR and RKS , with the difference that 
the latter writes the vowe l preceding the 101 as nasa lized afte r the 101 
drops. Perhaps there was also nasalization in the speech of Matveev's info r
mant, but Matveev missed it. Examples from Matveev : 

a) IO/ > 0/-i 
khwong bean ko-i(18) Ikhongl 
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cywohoy 
But cf. 

pyeng 

paper co-i(23) 
coniktiai(274) " sheet of paper. " 

lcongil 
The [k] is a mystery . 

sickness pioii(36) Ipyengl 

Cf. pion-kan i(37) "hospital ," and bosir-pio i( 177) " plague. " 

thwong bucket to-i(43) Ithongl 

sta h earth tai(166) Ittangl2h 

syekkyeng mirror se kiai(168) Ise kkyengl 
cumsoyng/cumsung an imal san-tsimsui( 179) Icimsungl 

pang room pai(211) Ipangl 

sang chai r anin-sai(234 ) Isangp 7 

roof ; lid tsibui(235) Icipungl 

?? R . "okrug" tobaj (373) ?? 
" Okrug" IS a Russian administrative unit. Is this j]! + 17 ? 

chywong rifle coi(451) Ichongl 

Russia n iain( 453) T his is from ($ A. = Iyangin/, 
MSS means " Westerner; European ." 

school sadai(553) 
which in 

(syetang) 
But cL sodanag(555) " pupil. " 

skwueng 
syeng 
cywolwong 

pheasant ko i(556) 
surname soi (557) 
hanging cage, coroi (559) " lantern " 
basket 

(kwantiang?) offici al kvandiai(581) 
Iyang Chinese dollar xan-ni ai(PlOl)" 1 ruble" 

b) Other I !l I > <P Configurations: 
steam bath xandzi-kani(9) "bath " 

pa .ngwol sm all bell pauri (21O) 
sye knywuhwang matches s<en-ni u-va( 486) 

syetanghwun school teacher soda-xundi ai(554) 
-tiang 

An exception : 

Isctangl 

Ikkwengl 
Isengl 
lco longl 

?? 
Iyangl 

Ihancungkanl 
Ipangwull 

Isengnya ngl 
Ise t a ng hwun
cang! 

ya ng shee p ian-i(lO) Iyangl 

2. The nasa l > voiced stop rule fo r N . Hamkye ng dialects cannot be found 
in the Kazan· mate rials, and shows up only twice in Putsi llo 1874) , but is 

~" It is d ifficul t to say whe the r thi , is fro m unde rl yi ng Itwl o r I lt ~ n gl. Reca ll [ta ta rguj ··wild 
s t rawbe rry ... 

~, Cf. ana:n-sa i (4<)2) ··chai r : · and sai (49 1) " tab le:· The IngJ may have fa ll e n away comple te ly 

in th is wo rd : er. saa: kadt sa ra (p39) ··Lay the table ( Put it O il the ta ble ):· King ( I <lX7 ) repum 

[m Jnninsaj[ ·· table ·· v~. ja nnin ,ajj ··cha ir :· RKS has ( lfJ.J ) IkJ r annin sall .·sai l .. a lo ng 

be nch fo r s itt ing: · a nd ( 113) san. ,ii i ·· tab le. stoo l. be nch:· 
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reported in Ramstedt(1939:12) and King (1987:244) for 1nl. 
Martin(1951:523) also noticed this phenomenon, and has described it (Mar
tin 1982:31) as "the premature release of nasality [mb_] and [nd_]." 

A number of 18th century Japanese-language materials on Korean (cf. 
Martin 1982:31) also show this phenomenon , but its exact geographic origin, 
if in fact it is a dialect isogloss, is not yet clear. Here are some of the 
examples from Matveev: 

a) m > b: 
shore bur'b-egj2l!(12) 

mith down ; below biti(56) Im ithl 
melta 
(mwul+ptita) 
mu lskwoki 

distant bo-o(llO) Imelta! 
to steam 
fish 

burtimi( 425)"steam" Icciml 
burkogi( 454) Imulkokil 

Matveev's [-kogi] rather than [-gogi] reflects LMK I-skwoki/. 
?? slippers bekri(sic](525) ?? 

b) n > d : 
ni+sik profit dissogi(30) Iisik=;fIJftti:/ 

This is a good example of archaism in Sino-Korean readings. Cf. Sino
Japanese Irissokul " id" Cf. imsogi(247) "food" (vs . MSS lumsik/) and 
Sino-Japanese linsyokul for .!iJ.:ft " id ." 

(nel) oar dori(72) 
nwukta cheap dukso(118) 

(/nel/)2'1 

Inwuktal 
The usual MSS mean ing for Inwuk-I is "soft, loose; damp, wet; placid." 

(ni+chuta) toothpick ditsigre(1 73) 
(nuph) lake dipi(357) Inuphl 

MSS Inuphl means "swamp, marsh, " whereas the usual word for "lake" 
is SK $Jl7j( Ihoswu/. Cf. Taishin (21) nip'- pxi "lake ." 

cheese dugi( 498) ??:lO 

sidewalk drerpani(522) 
This corresponds to MSS Inelphanl "board," and refers to the board-walk 
type sidewalks in Vladivostok. 

wonol today odur(P2) lonull 
But cf. onur(P3) "id." 

2X This is a typical N. Hamk yeng form: RKS (3) mur-i.1k, -iegi. Putsillo (18) muregi , CL also 
Matveev cir -egi (522) "pavement (roadside)." 

29 /nel/ means "board, plank/ in both LMK and MSS Cf. Matveev doru-pagininge (IOH) 

" rowing ." The latter verb seems to be from LMK Ispahita/, MSS Ippaytal "to pull out; draw; 
remove ." 

JO This word does not exist in LMK or MSS , but cf. MSS Inwukta/: "damp. moist; soft , 
loose ." 
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A phrase with both ru les: dugi drert bopsi xodrenia?(P91) "Who offended 
you'!" In MSS, this would be: Inwuka ne lul mopsi hatenya/. Note that the 
[d] in dreni(530) "trade; store" is from Chinese r.:s dian. 

A Minor Phonological Rule: 
Data in Matveev are sparse, but it appears this dialect had an Ill> rfJ rule 

much like LMK. That is, morpheme-final II1 in LMK goes to zero before 
dentals (/s,t,n,c I) . MSS has a very similar rule , with the difference that III is 
maintained before Ic/: LMK Imeti anhtal "not far" < Imel-I vs. MSS Imelci 
anhtal "id." The only such example in Matveev is modi-anio(327) " not far ," 
but other Russian-language sources, e.g. Taishin (1898) show this phe
nomenon, too . Cf. also utari(I74) "fence," vs . MSS Iwulthari/. 

11. Morphology 

A. Case System 

Here are the various "case endings" that occur in Matveev, compared to 
their LMK and MSS reflexes: 

nominative [-i] everywhere in citation forms I-i, -kal 

The obligatory suffixation of [-i] to nouns is .a typical feature of N. Ham
kycng. There is no trace of the nominative marker I-kal which spread 
throughout the peninsu la after the LMK period , and this is also true of 
Putsillo (1874) and the Kazan' materials . 

-oy/-uy locative tsibi -iso( 125) "at home" Icip ey issol 
Cf. also tibi iso obso(P44) " Is he at home or not?" and dazi(120) "in the 
day" for MSS Inac ey/. King(1987 :271) reported an insecure example of just 
this form, and the Matveev forms confirm it. Note that I Swungnyeng(1980) 
reports " Seoul dialect [not MSS]" Icipi kantal " going home" as a relic of 
LMK locative-directive I- uy , _oy/. 31 In general, LMK luyl > lil in N. Ham
kyeng. 
Note the following example of a genitive in [-i], like wise from LMK I-uy, 

-oy/: tansini SO! buzugeo?(P17) "What is your surname?" The only other 
examples of genitives have [-u J: 

" That is . if it is not just an example of raising . as in [ni ga l "you (no m.)" for fncy kaf. 
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twotthoy kwoki pig's meat totukogi( 468) "pork" (ltwayci koki/) 
( saski) piglet totusaki( 405)"suckling pig,,32 

From tot + saki "animal young." 
-Iwol-ulwo instr., directional cilliu(129)"on the way" Ikil-lol 

Cf. also tol'le-xan-ge(196) "made of stone"=MSS Itol-Io han keyl ([tol'le) 
for [tol'le)). The [i) and the soft sign [') in these forms must be Matveev's 
attempt to record the "soft" pronunciation of double Ill. The other reflexes 
in Matveev of 'this morpheme are [-ru): 

etu-Iwo whither odiTu(odi-meru)(239) letilol 
LMK has letumeyl, but YCT lists no letumeylwol. Also: en-geru(500) 
" hither" from LMK lingekuy+lwol, and: i kimuru da[-)ru pakatsuo(P47) 
"Exchange this thing for me,"from Ina-lol . An example after consonant: 
cim[ -)u pursuruCi trem[ -)uru siro kagrera(P78) "Take my baggage to the sta
tion. " 
This [-ru) shape of the instrumental/directional can be homophonous with 

the N. Hamkyeng accusative, which is I-il after consonants, I-hi after vowels. 
The [t) rounds to [u) after a labialized vowel andlor consonant in the 
preceding syllable: son-sre[ -)ri xagasu(139) "to complain," purl -)u-so(154) "to 
set on fire," karg[ -)I-tslo(304) "to knead dough ," kadze kagrera tenbo 
[-]ru .. . (P75) "Take this telegram ... " 

The LMK acc. had several' shapes: 1-101 , -lull after vowel, 1-01, -ull after 
consonant, and reduced 1-11 after vowel. The N. Hamkyeng reflexes are the 
result of the LMK forms losing the final 1-1/, but there are also Matveev 
forms which jibe with LMK (and MSS I-ul , -Iul, -11): cib[-Jur-torakao(126) 
"to return home," cemsim[ -Jur tire onara(P36) "Bring lunch," ormrer 
pakaso( P89) " How much do you want?" sesi[-]r-xao (303)"wash up." 

The first ]-ru) in the next example could be either directional I-Iul or 
accusative I-hi: amso[-Jru sre[-]ri tsora(P60) "give the cow some hay."The 
following [-ru J must be a mistake for [-rl]: tansur pensa[ -]ru erora(P35) 
" Open a bottle of wine. " The following seems to involve a (mis-spelled) 
instrumental on an accusative: isil'h kagrera(P71) "Go away now."< i ~ 
(/si/) + /-1/ + 1-101. Another combination, of allative-plus-accusative: ... srezur 
kan[-]re[-]rl(P75)" ... to t~e Post Office. " Also:srezur kan[-)re[-lr(P76) "id.,m 

.12 Taishin ( 1898) has: (14) komu katsugi " bear hide, " (14) pa:mu-katsugi "ti~er skin," (14) 

saramu-katsugi " person 's skin," and (39) namuga: "of another; somebody else's" besides [nami! 

.. id .... with [-i[ < LMK I-uy/. All these examples involve a preceding rounded vowel andlor 

labia l consonant. so pe rhaps the [if of LMK I- uy/, like the vowel of [he accusa tive , was 

ro unded oy this c.lialect under these conditions, with loss of the I-yl analogous to the case of 
[sail " hay" vs. MSS Isayl (s e I discussed above . 

" The fol lowing sentence calls fo r an accusative, and if it is not a case of nomi native I-il being 
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(-ey-)sye from;at so(187) " from" I( -ey- )sel 
CL also egiso(368) "from here." The expanded form, from LMK I-eysye/: 
dre odtmresa mane txagu van 'nia?(P67) "Where are you coming from (on 
horseback)?" The homophonous morpheme for "at (dynamic location): " 
pursurgi cir[-]reisa . .. (P77) "(Buy it. .. ) at the railroad station;" engresa 
tanbart bokti mao(P57) " Don 't smoke here, " dre egisa sargi tai
tapxania?(P92) "Is it boring for you to 'live here?" 
For non-dynamic location and allative " to," Matveev has [-re] and [-e]: 

tiff-le intn tari(298) "bridge on a road ," ap[-]re(382) "in front," bit[-]re 
patininge(396) "a tray ," a-dze-g[-]e(546) "in the morning." For the "to" of 
possession, Matveev has [-ge], also reported in King(I987): dre[-]ge onur 
buzun irinia ?(P70) "What business have you today?" 

I find only two examples of the "topic" or "theme" marker (LMK I-on, 

-un/, I-non, -nun/, I-n/; MSS I-un, -nun , -n/). na[-Jnt boru(P23) "I cannot; I 
do not know how," i imsog[ -]i tsar motreso(P40) "This food is not prepared 
well ." RKS has [ntn , inin , tn, nt]' and King(1987) has [-n , ntn , ni, un]. 

B. Verbal Morphology 

The most common verbal ending is the " ha-o" style: [-0] after vowels , 
[-so] after consonants: tsosim obso(31) "safe," ta-o(476) "sweet" (under
lying /tal-o/). Sometimes this is realized as [u]: azim-tianiu(33) "Thank 
you. " 

The "polite" Iyol of MSS Ihay yol "does" shows up once, but. slightly 
differently from MSS: ttrreo-e(411) "bring," vs . MSS Itur-e wa yo/. 

Endings for imperatives and requests: a) [-geo] in con-agi
tsapos[-lgeo(S39) "Eat supper.·' Cf. King( 1987: 262) : [kadzige] " take it, " 
and [suru m:lkke] "Shall we have a drink?" b) [-ara/-ora; -grera/-gara 
I gira] in : padara( 431) " take it ;" buro para(P12) "ask;" kapsu 
burora(P88) " Pay for it ;" kagrera(P71) "go' " orun tsagreri tor ' [-] 
gara(P79) " turn right;" tsagira(P58) " sleep. " c) [-so] in: anso(PlO) "Sit 
down'" d) [-nara. -n<era ] in: tar<eonara(P50) " bring ... ;" (19) 
tarreonrera(P59) " id. ".14 e) polite [-pse] in: irabopse(P83) "Hey you! (look 
here)" 

Two examples of indirect requests: tesarremu dirgora odimrert kadi 

incorporaled permanently into the stem, is an error: ciri ao moruo? (P56) "Do you know the 
road or not ?" Also: txonsiri tarreonara (P50) " Bring an interpreter. " 

.'4 The [re I in the next e.g . is from Ikkulhi +ela/:camuru kirre ra (P42) " Boil some tea. " 
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maliagu(P43) "Tell him not to go anywhere," sodzir si taliagu pio (P87) 
"Ask him to write a petition." The latter verb, in direct form: simunu [sic] 
satagu (satsuo )(P73) " Buy a newspaper for me ." Another quoted order: 
tane onrera konzuru xanren sarremu [,] konzuru xa[-]ragu ... (P64) "Bring a 
contractor I and tell him] to clean up .. . " The regular "quotative particle:" 
ige buzu gef -]ragu xao(P22) " What is this thing called?" 

The MSS "future" I-keyssl comes out predominantly as [-gasu] . The past 
tense is: ta-tresu(94) "ready" = MSS Ita toyss.so/ , tsrezoso( 497) "damp" = 
MSS Icec.ess.so/. A double past: cemsimi toiaso ani toiasoso(P34) "Is lunch 
ready or not? " 

For questions, the A-not-A type is well-represented: bugopso ani 
bugopso(P84) "Is it heavy (or not)?"35 MSS I-nyal is here: ... odimresa .. . 
van'ni a?( P67) "Where have you come from?" =MSS Iwass. [nu] nya/; .. . 
buzun irinia(P70) "What is (your) business?" =MSS lit i-nya/; buzi un'nia 
"Why are you crying?"(P90) = MSS Iwun[ u ]nya/. 

The most interesting question form is the following : dai boru dre busun 
bar xanengo(P45) "I don't understand what you're saying." Both LMK and 
Kyengsang dialects make a distinction between questions with and without 
WH-(question) words: I-kol is the [+ WH] question morpheme and I-ka/ is 
the [-WH] question morpheme. (Cf. Se Congmok 1987). This is yet another 
area where the Northeast and Southeast dialect share features lost in MSS.36 

For negatives corresponding to LMK I-ti anhta/, MSS I-ci anhtal Matveev 
has: diktia-an ieso(328) "not ripe," ige sedia anio(P19) "This is not expen
sive." There are some exx. with LMK Imwosl "cannot:" bo kirigasu(329) 
"impossible;" tsar motreso(P40) "Is not prepared well ." King (1987) reports 
[mol. A direct negative imperative: obutsagbcir xadi mara(P81) "Don' t 
shout. " 

The progressive in [-go iso] is like MSS I-ko issta/ : tago iso(92) " hot." 
The purposive in [-raJ corresponds to MSS I-Ie/: ... tari[ -Jra kagrera(P63) "Go 
to fetch ... " Matveev has some interesting exx. with. I-ki/: boki sonio ani 
sonio(P51) " Do you want to eat (or not)?" This is the typical N. Hamkyeng 
pattern for "want to VERB," vs. MSS Iha-ko siphtal. [son] is pJTffliJ! SK 
Isowenl. Other constructions: dart cemodan kadze kaf -]gi kuxrera(P72) 
"Help me carry this suitcase;" kadze kagi bugopso ani bugopso?(P84) "Is it 
heavy to carry (or not)?" dre egisa sargi tap-tapxania [sic]?(P92) "Is it bor
ing for you to live here?" 

:;, Also a nice example of untruncated lanil " not." 

-'~ The next e .g. seems to contain the same I·ko/: tane onrera konzuru xanren sarremu konzuru 
xaragu kekre zadi aningou (P64) " Bring a contractor for the remova l of sewage. " 
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Ill. Lexicon 

A. Pronouns (Matveev p. 17): 

[dail you [dre] he [te-sanemi] 
shc [te-ankani] we [uri] YOU(BUI) [tan-sini] 
you(pl). [tan-sinm.eJ they [te-sarrem-toriJ(fem.: [ te-ankandori]) 
th is ligej that [tegre] 

ion-ge(lM ) "here," en-geru(500) "hither," and engesa(P57) "here" are 
quite archaic: N. Hamkyeng is the only dialect to preserve the Ing! from 
LMK li ngekuyl " here ." King( 1987) reports [ingirJ (ace .), RKS has [i 0 ge), 
and a 1933 list in the journal Hankul (0 Seycwun 1933) lists luyngkeyl and 
Iycngkeyl for Onseng in the Yukcin region . Matveev also has the newer 
fegi](P92). 

B. Question Words 

nwuy Who? ige dugio?(PI3) "Who is this?" Inwukwu, nwuka/17 

musu(k) What? buzuge(Pll) "What?" Imuesl 
Cf. a lso buzi(P90) " Why?" 

:cnma/:enme How much? ormre(P89) " How much?" le lmal 
Cf. 0I'mre(P49) "id." 

ctumey Where? odimre(P93) /eti! 
Cf. also odi(239 , P65) " id. " In LMK , letul was a bound morpheme. 

C. Numerals (Matveev p. 17): 

I xanre 11 iar-xannaj.,K 21 sumur-xanna 

2 turi 12 iar-turi 22 sumur-turi 

3 sOi 13 iar-so! 30 sorun 

'7 T his i, " typkal N. Hamkyc ng form : Kim Tlwyk yun has Inwukil for Kye ngsc ng. Kyengwen . 
Hllyl ycng . and Musan . He also li sts Inwiki/. Inwikwi/ , and Inikwi/. 

;,' Ix,lIlna!i is the typical N. Hamkye ng form for "onc ." The KYl! ylimyusa has /II[,!I 

\llhtAnI and Ki'lIlo (op . cit. : 145) reconstructs *hAdAna > *hAdna :> *hAnn<l > Ihannal in N. 
Halllkycng and Cenla Province. Ihanal in MSS. 
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4 doi 14 iar-doi 40 magtn3<J 

5 tast 15 iar-tast 50 sum 
6 eSO 16 iar-eso 60 esun 
7 dirugu 17 iar-dirugu 70 dirtn 
8 iadu 18 iar-axu 80 iadtn 
9 ax u 19 iar-iadu 90 axtn 

IO larh 20 sumu ri lOO p<ek 

Combi nation forms from P .20: 1 ruble = [xan-niai], 2 rubles = [tu-niai], 3 
rubles=[soh-niaiJ, 4 rub les=[dog-niaij, and 5 rubles=[tan-niaij. 

D. Odd Semantics 

The following words have meanings divergent from their reflexes in MSS: 
tsosim obso(31) "safe," vs . MSS Icosiml "care; heed. "But cf. tsosim xao(363) 
"careful." kiuni(74) "air." vs. MSS Ikiwunl "vigour, gumption; vapour." MSS 
has fkongkil for "air." burgoni(98) " cargo," vs. IMSSf mulken "goods, 
stuff. " surma-gi(93) "hotel," vs. MSS Icwumakl "tavern; inn." MSS has re
placed the pure Korean Iswu ll "booze" with SK ("@ Icwul "id ." kobi(144) 
"grease, fat," vs. MSS Ikopl "mucous, discharge." or<e(284) "slowly," vs. 
MSS lo layl "for a long time." s<engakso(270) "to love," vs. MSS Isayngkak 
hatal "to think." dipi(3S7) "lake ," vs. MSS Inuphl "swamp, marsh." purgun 
muki(467) " beet," vs. MSS Ipithul < English. pxi(458) "wound," vs. MSS 
fphif "blood ." papuo(523) "difficult," vs . MSS fpapputal "busy." togi(561) 
"bread," vs . MSS fttekf "rice cake." torp<e(592) "apple," vs. MSS ftolpayl 
" wild pear. " todi(P30) "slower," vs . MSS ftetil "late; behind schedule." ige 
sedia anio(P 19) "This isn't expensive." vs. MSS Iseyta/ "strong, intense ." 

E. Interesting Words 

saucer so-tebi(1 6) 
This must be IJ\ "small" + ~ "plate; saucer." 

panchan side dishes tsan-bani(l7) Ipanchanl 
The morpheme order is reversed here 

?? bazar kaiusoi(27) ?? 

R. 6aHKOBKa iabau(28) "«Chinese)" ? .. ) 

patah ocean padammu[l'-iogi(32)"sea-shore." 

'" I doubt this is ture Ig]. It must be a typical substitution of Russian [g] for fo reign Ih/. as in 
Igarvan.lJ for "Harvard.·· 
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CL also padan-muri(2Y6) ([nl for [ng]) "sea ." N. Hamkyeng preserves the 

LMK I-hi as [ngJ in this word . Cf. King(11)87) [pada!] muril . MSS has 
Ipatal for "sea." 

swamp 
storm 

sukkoi, tsintorbatti(34) 
kxto partmi(38) 

From Ikhu-o palamil "it is 
bay 

big, the wind," with weird word order. 
pongai(40) 

wine tan-suri(S3) (/photocwu/) 
From Ita nl "sweet" +/swull "booze." 

(pcak??) direction ton-tsa-gi(61) "East" 
R. Bo.'llIa(wave; borgi(7S) 

. wool) 

Itongccokl?? 
?? 

wos clothes utt koncendce(71 )"peg" losl 
Cf. also utt(3S4) "clothes." this is a typical N. Hamkycng form : Kim 
Thaykyun lists Iwuthil for praCtically all of the area. 

a hair moriki(76) Imeli-??I 
R. AO.lonl, tosoj(77) ')? 

A volost' is an administrative unit. 
nwun eye nukari( 1OS) Inwunl 

Kim Pyengcey(1980) lists Inwunkkall for N. & S. Phyengan, N. & S. 
Hamkyeng , and one location in Kangwen . 

hail nunpi(106) 
From "snow" + "rain." MSS has Issalaknwunl and Iwupakl for "hail." 

tei up samceo( ISl) ?? 

curtain munpoi(lS9) (r9t1~?) 

cuff-link; stud kangu(162) ?? 
MSS has Itanchwu/. Could the forms be related? 

poyyam snake peami(181) Ipayml 
small snake ion;(182) ?? 

kwoy (fema le)cat amkone(230) Ikoyangil 
Kim Thaykyun lists Ikonyayl for Kyengwen , Onseng , and Congscng in the 
Yukcin region , and also for Musan. This is from koni-aoi > koiiani fol
lowed by Ing/-drop and umlaut. King(1987) has [koje I· 

crab tsagc(231) 
bag, sack (tip)-kaudce(241), kreudce(306) "id." 'l? 

woman ankani(244) 
This is typical Yukcin form. It is no doubt related to LMK lanhay/, MSS 
lanayl "wife ," and MSS lanakneyl "woman; wife," 

(puzep) kitchen im-sokani(24S) (/puekh/) 
From lumsikl "food" +/kanl "room." 
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kwuleng a well kurommuri(252) (/wumul/) 

Like padammun,-iogi(32) "sea-shore" above, a good example of Ing/ assi
milating to a following Im/. Ikwuleng/ in MSS means "pit ; hole." 

contract makiri(253) ?? 

bushes, shrubs namupegi(namunegi?)(259) ?? 
mattress pxodani(282) ?? 

MSS has a Iphotaykil "quilt for little children." 
patang floor; yard padanpi(287)([n] for [oD "broom." 

MSS has Ipatakl "floor; bottom." 
?? R. ~laH3a . tagu sar<t'mi(coin)(289) ?? 

"Manza" ate the Manchurian Chinese. The second word is SK c:p A 
Icwunginl "Chinese." Perhaps the word is re lated to the ethnonym "Dagur" 
and MSS I ttoy-noml "Chink, Chinaman (derogatory). The development 
woud be: *t/\gor-i > *t/\Wor-i > *t/\ Woy > *toy >ttoy (affective fortition). Cf. 
the history of the verb Itoy-I "become," from LMK Ito Woy-I . 

carrot purugun-muki(297) 
From Ipulk-I "red" +/mwuwu/ "radish." MSS has Itangkunl for "carrot." 

tyeki ball tsuogi(316) Iceykil 
/ceykil is a shuttlecock kicked with the feet. MSS "Ball" is Ikong/. 

nut; fi lbert ke-mi(361) Ikay.aml 
Assuming this is from *kay-pam, we would expect a form like *kebami. 

pehta cut pou(365) "sharp" Ipeytal 
spectacles pxuani(378) (/ankyeng/) 

Kim Thaykyun lists Iphwunganl for Onseng and Congseng in the Yukcin 
region, and for Sengcin . Another good example of Ing/-drop. 

a steamboat xo-arun seni(380) ?? 
R.npoe3li<18Tb sintsa kao(420) ?? 
flame; blaze pur nadso padora sia padti [sic](427)? 
a Russian orasa(453) 
five r xan-muri( 456) (/kang/) 

An excellent example of the use of the word Imull "water" to mean 
"river" in N. Hamkyeng (cf. Mongolian m6ren "river"). [xan] is from 
LMK Ihatal " many ; large ." The word xaMMypH shows up often in river 
names in late 19th-century Russian-language geographic descriptions of 
North-east Korea. 

hand 
garden 
sugar 
salted 

soni, ixiri(462) 
pan coni(464) 
prenta i( 466) 
kan greso(481) 

Ison, ??I 
?? 
(/selthang/) 

It would seem I kanl "saltiness" has been converted to a verb . Cf. also 
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kan-dim kogi( 482) "salted meat" « kan + tti - "steam?"). 
soup can-muri(494) 

A typical Hamkyeng form. MSS has Ikwuk/. 
sunlight tsanii(502) ?? 

khuta big kaxin-nadi(504) "sickle" Ikhutal 
If this is not a misprint, it is an important clue for the history of this 
word, and for the rare Ikh/-initial words in general. Recall that MSS Ikhall 
"knife" was LMK Ikalhl and MSS Ikhol "nose" was LMK Ikoh/. 

wall parnegi[ narnegi?J(509) ?? 
pipe; tube kusa(531) ?? 
"Turn! (change tsoc.era(P79) ?? 

direction)" 

IV. Influence from Russian 

There a re only a few Russian loanwords in the text: i (0) "and" in the 
Korean title to the dictionary, cemodan(P72) "suitcase," and mirovoi 
s ud(P86) "Justice of the Peace." The next example is most 
peculiar: siraso(497) " moist; damp." There is no good candidate in LMK or 
MSS for this word, but it translates Russian "syroj" with the same meaning. 
Thus . the informant seems to have added a new verbal base Isil-I to his 
vocabulary on the basis of Russian syr-. 

The most obvious Russianisms are in word order, but it is difficult to say 
if they are natural, or due to the e licitation context (much the same can be 
said of the word order perturbations re lated in King(1987». 
(P38) odi mc.e imsek xanc.en sarc.emi? "Where is the cook? 

For Russian: f,ll,e nOBaph? (Where cook?) 
(P43) te sarc.emu dirgora odimc.eri kadi maliagu "Tell him not to go. 

For Russian: Cl(8)1{11 eMy, YTo6bl OHb He YXO,ll,HJlb. 
(P45) dai boru dc.e busun bar xanengo "1 don ' t know what you're saying." 

For Russian : ~ He nOHHMalO, YTO Tbl rOBOpHWb. 
(P4Y) kapsi o\'ma: cuiza xan na ? "How much does an orange cost?" 

For Russian : Cl<O"lbKO CTmlTb OlH1Hb aneJlbCl1Hb. 
(PM) tarce onc.era konzuru xanc.en sarc.emu konzuru xaragu kekc.ezadi aningou. 

" Bring a contractor to clean up the filth." 

For Russian: npllBC.Lll l rl0.D.pS! i\Y~IKa no OYI1CTKe HeYI1CTOTh. 
(P75) kadzc kag<e ra tenboru sc.ezur kanc.ert "Take this telegram to the P. 0 ." 

For Russian: On-Ieol TeJlCrpaMMY. 
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Conclusions 

Matveev's 20-page " Korean-Russian Dictionary," despite its small size, is 
a wealth of valuable information on an archaic variety of North Hamkyeng's 
Yukcin region dialect. Some features , e.g . the preservation of the LMK 
disti nction Is y+voweIl vs . Is+voweIl, the lack of diphthongization in certain 
LMK IV + yl sequences, both word-internally and word-finally, pronuncia
tion of /11 as Ir] before consonant, [z] from Isl, and [a] corresponding to 
LMK and MSS lel, have never been reported for a modern Korean dialect. 

These materials also point up our relative ignorance about the dialects of 
Korea 's most remote northeastern borders. Yukcin dialects share important 
features both with the southern dialects (Kyengsang, especially the archaic 
eastern coast, but also parts of Cenla). and with Phyengan province . Histor
ically, the transfer of large numbers of Cenla and Kyengsang peasants and 
soldiers in the 15th century to the under-popula ted Yukcin region is an 
important clue in explaining the northeast-southeast connections, but we are 
sti ll far from understa nding the Yukcin-Phyengan correspondences. 

Matvee v's materials a lso le nd striking confirmation to the data on "Sovie 
Ko rean" re ported in King ( 1987) and Kwak Chwungkwu (1987), and only 
he ir emphasize the need for immedia te and in tensive fieldwork on the N. 
Hamkyeng dialects surviving now in Soviet Central Asia. 

" /?Oll1l1lli z atiOI1 and Symbols l/sed: All examples from MSS and LMK are cited in 

the Ya le Rom anization (sce Martin. Lee and Chang 1968) . For LMK. the main 

differe nces are th a t both rounded vowels are written with Iwl ([0] =/wol , [u] = 
Iwul). LMK 101 thus represe nts the "alay a" [AJ , and lul the unrounded high back 

vowel li). /G.W .ZI represent th e lenited forms of Ik ,p.s/ . 1:1 preceding a syllables 
represe nts LMK " risin g tone. " n the " hi gh tone. " The period 1·1 separa tes LMK 
orthographic sy llables. I I e ncloses phonemic material (usually from MSS) , [] 

e ncloses phonetic material andlor Matveev's no tatio ns . 
Roma ni za tion of Matveev's "Cyrillization:" 

la] = [a) l)I(j = [z] [M] = [mj [T] = [t] [U1] = [s] 

[6' )= [b] [3] = jZJ [H] = [nJ [yJ = [uJ [wl= [sc] 
Is] = [vJ [ 1-1 1 = [ij [0] = [0] [c):i ] = [f] [3] = [re] 
[r ]= [g j [I-Ij = [i] [n ]= [p] [xl =[x) [10] = [iu] 
11l ) = ld] [K] = [k] [p] = [r] [u] = [ts] [Slj = [ia] 

lel = Ie] [ J1 J= [I] [cl = [s] [,'1] = [c] [bI] = [i] 
prese rve Matveev's " hard sign" ([bJ) , but replace his "soft sign" ([bJ) with an 

apostrop he ([']), Matveev uses the "hard sign" to distinguish [n] from [0] in a few 
instances. and the "soft sign" indicates palatal quality . Note that Matveev uses [0] 
for both Korean lel and /0/, does not distinguish word-initial geminates, marks 
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aspiration inconsistently, and usually does not distinguish 1nl and Ingl. His le1 can 
represent Korean lye, yey, yo, ey, ay, el, and [c1 represents Iyol or lye!. 

Numbers in parentheses after lexical items are the number for eaeh item in the 
appendix. Numbers preceded by " P" are in the "Phrases" sect ion of this 
appendix. 

Abbreviations: ace. = accusative; instr. = instrumental; nom. = nominative; R. = 
Russian; SK=Si no-Korean ; RKR = Russko-Koreiskie Razgovory; RKS=()pyt 
Kratkago Russko-Koreiskago Slovaria (see under Pravoslavnoe Missionerskoe 

Obshchestvo in the references); YCT= Yu Changton 1979. 

Texts cited: 

CAHOYCWUNG 
HANCH ENGMUNKAM 
KYEKLIMYUSA 
MONGSAN 

SOHAK 
TONGENKOLYAK 
TWUSI ENHAY 
WEL 
YUMWULSAM 

Full name: 

HWUNMONGCAHOY 

Date. 

1613(1527) 
1775? 
1103/1104 

MONGSANHWASANGPEPEL YAKLOK 1460~ 

SOHAK ENHA Y IS/{6 

PUNLYUTWUKONGPUSI ENHAY 
WELINSEKPO 

YUSS I M U LMYENG KO 

late I/{th century 
14/{1 
1459 
1820s? 

Acknowledgement: I am indebted to Samuel E. Martin for helpful comments on an 
earlier draft of this paper. 
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Appendix: Mateev's Korean Dialect Materials 

p. 5: The Korean Calendar 
There are 12 hours (si) in a day. One si equals 8 kaikb, each kaik equals 

22 pun"!>. 

Hours Name of si/Zodiac Symbolic Animals 

11-1 t'ia T si 
1-3 ciukb ±I: u 
3-5 inb jij: go 
5-7 mio !JP gpio 
7-9 t'inb ~ riODb 

9-11 sa E s'ia 
11-1 0 q= ma 
1-3 mI * ianb. 
3-5 sin'b $ gu 
5-7 iu "@ kieA 
7-9 siulb BG kiaDb [sic] 
9-11 gorb(sic) ~ fie 

This year was "kionza dini" = MSS /kyengcanyen/ (~T ) 

p. 15: Measures 
Linear: 1 tsian equals 10 tsiokam. 100 tson' equals 1000. pun' equals 10000 

ri. 
Surface:1 kiol equals 10 xarigari (R. desiatina). A field is divided into 6 

degrees (1 tsiok of a field of 1 degree is called a pa; 10 pa are called 
a siokb, 10 siokg'b equals a pu; 100 pu are called a kiol'. Calculations 
are on the basis of tsiutsiok'b.) 

p. 16 
Dry:kok(xu) equals 10 sinb equals 100 xanb equals 1000 sia. 15 tu is a small 

kokb. 20 tu is a large kokb, called a siomb and pio. 
Weights : 1 Russian funt(pound) equals 3/4 kinb . 1 kinb. equals 16 nianb . 1 

nianb equals 10 tsionb equals 100 pun' equals 1000ri. 
Money: 1 nian , 1 tsion' , 1 pun', 1 ri = Chinese lan"!>. tsian' , fin', li 
page 1 

A russian-Korean Dictionary 

with Specimens of the most Useful Phrases 

O . Iainb tSanb bartsagi i mannb irsiganb Smtnb mari. 

(Gloss] (Korean] (Gloss] (Korean] 

1. coal siok-tann 5. "arsin"=28 inches tsai 
2. orange ciuza 6. baggage timi 
3. d rugstore iakugi 7. eggplant kadi 
4. watermelon subagi 8. jar tundze 
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[Gloss] [Korean] [Gloss] [Korean] 

9. bath xandzi-kani 52. fork oori 

10. ram, sheep ian-i 53. wine tan-suri 

11. bismar, steelyard tsou-ri 54. grape morgui 

12. shore bUl"b-egi 55 . Vladivostok xa-~ua 

13. ticket pe 56. below, under biti 

14. beefsteak kubun-gogi 57. inside, within ani 

15. near, close katsa-bunge 58. water muri 

16. saucer ~o-tebi 59. to return , go back tora-o 

17. dish, plate tsan-bani 60. train station pursur-gi-tomi 

18. beans ko-i 61. east ton-tsa-gi 

19. large, big kin-ge 62. collar cidfi 

20. to take kadzinin-ge 63. time ta: 

21. brother ton-san-ganl, 64. yesterday odza: 

22. small loaf, roll to-gi 65 . high dopso 

23 . paper co-i 66. fan putsa: 

24. bottle piondza page 3 
25 . linen ~o-da-bi 67. broom , besom pi 

26. white xin-ge 68. to hang tsoura:tio 

27. market , bazar kaiu~oi 69. a scale tsii 

28. " bankovka" (?) iabau(" in Chinese") 70. wind parimi 

page 2 71. peg, rack uti kona:nda: 

29. tower txabi 72. oar dori 

30. profit dissogi 73 . R. " vzetka" kadziningei 

31. not dangerous tsosim obso 74. air kiuni 

32. sea-shore padammun,-iogi 75. wave ; wool borgi 

33. Thank You azim-tianiu 76. hair moriki 

34. swamp, bog sukkoi, tsintorbatti 77 . "volost" toSO! 

35 . barrel namut-xunza: (admin .. unit) 

36. disease pioii 78. signboard ~onpani 

37. hospita l pion-kani 79. pasture basu-boginin-de 

38. storm kxio-parimi 80. export sironajo 

39. gimlet txaramodi 81. newspaper ~in-munb 

40. bay pongai "82. to extinguish purtsu-geo 

41. train car, coach pur-sur-gi 83. where Odlffi<'"e 

42. to boil sam-nin-ge 84. to speak bara-xao 

43 . pail , bucket IO-i 85. year xa-sui 

44. rope paj 86 . hill san' 

45 . noodles ku-si 87 . city ~on-diunb{ibi) 

("vermicelli") 88. pea von-di 

46. "vershok" = I 3/4 ci-sui 89. mustard ceo-dzi 

inches 90. spicy brepso 
47. happy cipuo (suj-puo) 91. to burn puri pusso 
48. whole , entire , all ton-da 92. hot tago iso 
49. in the evening( s) cona-gi 93. hotel surma-gi 
50 thing kimuri 94. ready ta-ga:su [Typo for 

51. to see poga:so ta-ta:su'l 
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(Gloss] [Kor~anl [Gloss) IKor~anl 

95 . comb or-ge 139. to complain sOIl-sa:ri xagasu 

96 . mushroom po-susi about 
97. thunder sonagi 140. hot topso 

98. cargo burgoni 141. yellow duruo 
99. dirty tsi-o 142. iron(adj.) ter-muri 

100. goose tiro·gi page 5 

101. harbor pxogu 143 . waistcoat tin-gori 
102. clay Cidagi 144. fat, grease kobi 

103. nail sure-modi 145. to live sao 

104. head tagari, bori 146. salary kazagi 

page 4 147. iron soa 

105. eye nuni, nukari 148. tin-plate ianteri 
106. hail nunpi 149. to forget dizopurio 
107. head tagari , bori 150. tomorrow da:rb 

IOS. rowing doru-pagininge 15!. 10 lie up samreo(tondzio) 
109. to give tsuo 152. rear (adj .) tui 

110. distant bo-o 153. to boil, grill kupso 
111. door muni 154. to ignite,burn(tr .) puru-so 

112. yard u-ram 155 . begin to boil(intr.) kirio 

113. day dari 156. snack xa-mi andzu 
114 . money to-ni 157. hall kin-bani 

115 . village tsxo-ni 158. lock tsamursre 
116. wooden namu-tsa-bun-dagi 159. curta in munpoi 
117. to hold tsio 160. west soi 
118. cheap duk-so 16 1. to lock up tasso 
11 9. long cio 162. cuff-link , stud kangu 
120 . in the day dazi 163. rabbit toki 
12 1. good-hearted odio 164. here ion-ge 
122. rain pi 165. verdure puri 
123 . to wai t ci-dur-guo 166. earth tai( xirgi) 
124. doctor ivoni 167. wild straw- ta targu 
125. at home tsibi-iso berries 

126. to re turn home Ci bur-torakao 168. mirror se kia i 
127 . homefhouse tsibi 169. to know argaso 
128. road tsiri 170. gold kimi 
129 . on the way cilliu 17 1. parasol iansani 
130 . w00d . brush nangi 172. ripe , mature digoso 
13 1. melon Isa mre 173. too thpick ditsigd 
132. to do ir-xao 174 . fe nce utari 
133. work . affa ir , If! 175. factory tiomi 

business 176. deposit, advance mandZio tsundoni 
\34. debt pidi 177. infection. bosir-pioi 
135. smoke naguri plague 
136. to exist iso 178. sta r piori 
\37 . moreover to 179. beast san-tsimsui 
138. thirst kargi nao 180. evi l boteu 
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[Gloss] [Korean] [Gloss] [Korean! 

page 6 222. cow am-so 
181. snake peami 223. short tianeo 

182. little snake ioni 224. trough xamdzi 

i83 . ashes tsa 225. bone pe 

184. tooth di 226. cauldron kamre 

185. needle paniri 227. head (of koktsi 

186. to walk kao cabbage) 
187. from, out of so 228. fire-poker puzu-tagi 

188. caviar ari 229. purse tsumoni 

189. to have, ikesso 230. cat amkone 

possess 231. crab tsage 

190. doll doronkami 232. red pukso(pur-gunge) 
191. engineer punsu 233. starch kadzre-kargi 
192. spring samtsu 234. seat, chair anin-sai 
193. each , every tsemada 235 . lid, cover tOkre(tsibui) 
194. which otonge 236. strong Cirgio 
195. sausage sunda 237. hook , hitch korsa: 
196. stone (adj.) tol ' le-xan-ge 238. jug , pitcher tandi 
197. coal siok-tani 239. whither odiru(odi-meru) 
198. cabbage tadu-bretsre 240. corn, maize suki 
199. potato kamdze 241. sack (300 1 b. tip-kaudre 
200. ticket counter sren-pekanb measure) 
201. saucepan camur-kurusi 242. chicken am- targi 
202. " kvas"(fermented kamdzi 243. piece coku-man-kir-t<egi 

cereal drink) 244. a cook im-sok-xa-ninb ankani 
203. to boil kiri gaso 245. kitchen im-sokani 
204. boiling water trebun-muri 246. coachman mar-morakun b 
205. sour, fermented sikuo 247. food im-sogi 
206 . key to a lock ersa: 248. to eat bokso 
207. book tsagi 249. stone tori 
208. when ondzre 250. capital toni 
209. hide, skin kadzugi 251. cough tit simi 
2ID. little bell pauri 252. a well kurommuri 
2 11. room pai 253. contract makiri 
2 12. consu l ensa 254 . office , bureau munse-soi 
213. consulate ensa- fan' [sic] 255. compass punsutinamb sbogi[sic] 
2 14. to finish ta-xao 256 . bra id (Chinese) moritxa 
215 . groom (for marmre-ki-kunb page 8 

horse) 257. scythe nadi 
216. ship pun-soni 25/{. blood pxi 
2 17. Korean pe rson cese n-sanemi 259. bush. shru b namupegi 
21/{. Korean (adj.) cesen-ke 260. bench; shop kega 
page 7 26 1. lamp tain zani 
219. basket kvan-dzi 262. ice - box orum koi 
220. to feed ba:-gio 263 . ice orumi 
221. box. case cokuman-toi 264. boat tsuani 
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(Gloss) 

265. spoon 

266. wash - tub 

267. horse 

268 . onion 

26lJ. left 

270. to love 

271 . people 

272 . fox 

273. leaf 

274. sheet of paper 

275 . puddle, pool 

276 . fo rest 
277 . little 

27H . raspherry 

27lJ . few, little 

280 . oil 

2H I . dairy butter 

2H2. mattress 

283 . furniture 

2H4. slowly 

285 . honey 

2H6. to sweep 

2H7. broom 

288. minute 

2XC}. " Manza " (Chinese 

from Manchuria) 

290. " Manza" (adj.) 

29 1. many 

292 . poss ihle 

293 . lightning 

294 . milk 

page 9 
2lJ5. hammer 

296. sea 

2lJ7. ca rrot 

298 . bridge 

299. flo ur, meal 
:lOO. soap 

30 I . soap-d ish 

302. to wash 

303. (0 bathe o nese lf 

304 . to knead dough 

305. place 

306. bag, sack 

307. soft 

J.R.P. KING 

(Koreanl 

suri 

kuzuro mur kurusi 

bari 

pai 
vantsagi 

s,en gaksolsic] 

sar<rm-dori 

ioki 

kamunipilsic: typo 

for n-J 
coniktia! 

hurz'ntsa! 

nampati 

ca kso 

targu 

cakso 

Cirimi 

sa:. cirimi 

pxodani 

na mu-kigu 

ora: (drewn) 

kuri 

siu 

padanpi 

sikagi 

tagu sari~mi (coin) 

tagu-ke 

manso 

kirel'-man-xao 

ponga 

c<xlzi 

manei 

padan-muri 

purugun-muki 

tar i( cire inin tari) 

kargi 

pintri 

pinir-kirisi 

siso 

sesir-xao 

kargi-tsio 

dzari 

ka:uchc 

pod urapsll 

[Gloss) 

308. meat 

309. magnet 

310. sailor 

311. lighthouse 

312. bear 

33. mill 

3 14. small h ammer 

315. frost 

316. ball 

317. on top 

318. pillow-case 

3 19. necessary 

320. to dress 

321 . to call 

322. to give water to 

323. plank-bed, bunk 

324. to sli ce 

325 . not 

326. heaven 

:127. nol far 

328. not ripe 

329 . impossible, 

forbidde n 

330. not a few 

331. not many 

332. (0 carry 

page 10 

333. lower 

334 . Niko l' sk(place-

name) 

335 . thread 

336 . leg 

337 . new 

338. scissors 

339. knife 

340. ca rrie r , coo lie 

341. handke rchie f 

:142. night 

343 . some, a few 

344 . none ; not (0 

ex ist 

345 . burden 

346. both 
347. cloud 

348. to put on 
onc 's shoe, 

[Korean) 

kogi 

tinamsiogi 

pasagui 

pat;! 

komi 

so mal 

manei 

orgumi , cibungre! 

tsuogi 

ui 

pega - isi 

kiri gasu(si -gasu) 

dipso 

puru - o 

buru - begio 

temdzi (kuduri) 

pegaso 

anio 
xani,-i 

modi-anio 

diktia-<lnieso 

bo kirigasu 

cakt ia-aniu 

ma n'- ti aniu (cokll:m

tiakso) 

kodzegao 

a rake 

soan-nian 

siri 

tari 

sa:gc 

kazir 

kari 

cigekuni 

ko-sugoni 

pami 
S ll -IiIO 

opso 

timi 

turi 
kurumi 

simbar-xao 
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[Gloss] 

349. shoes 

350. oa ts 
35 1. ewe, sheep 

352. fire 

353. cucumber 

354. clothing 
355 . to get dressed 

356. blanket 
357. lake 
358. window 

359. perch (fish) 

360. venison 

361. nut 
362. donkey 

363. carefully 

364. island 
365. sharp 

366. to give away 
367. to cover 

368. from here, 

hither 
369. a thaw 

page 11 
370. very 

371 . monkey 

372. province. ob/asl 
373. district , okrug 

374. tin 

375 . ebb 
376. latrine, 

outhouse 
377. officer 

378. glasses, 
spectacles 

379. cane , stick 

380. steam boat 

[Korean] 

simbari 
kumiri 
emsre 

puri 
vre 

uti 

dipso 
tanzre( di buri) 

dipi 
tsan-muni 

xalb gouzre 

sasim-kogi 
ke-mi(tsasi) 

nagui 
tsosim xao 

semdoi 

pou 

tsugaso 

so 
egiso 

cori-topso 

breu 
tsrennabi 
xanndo[sic) 

tobai 

sagnabi[sic] 
cagnmuri[ sic J 
tsikani 

kumbu tsadi kvanb 

pxuani 

bagtagi 

pre(xo-arun seni ) 

381 . passport tianpe 
382. in front , the front apre 
383. lane 

384. a pepper 
385. pen 
386. glove 
387. stove 

sonkormogi 

xuCi 
pudi 

cangabi 
puzuke 

388. a p irog(small pie, pianse 
pastry) 

[Gloss] 

389. lette r 
39(). to drink 

39\. food 

392. fruit 

393. bad 
394. a cook 

395. weather 
396. tray 

397. under 

398. late 
399. to buy 

400. midday 
401. police 

402. half 
403. towel 

404. to understand 

405 . suckling pig 

406. bed ; bedding 
407. post counter, 

post office 

page 12 
408. holiday 
409. laundress 
410. Thanks very 

much . 

411 . to bring 

412. cork 
413. corkscrew 

414. to se ll 
41 5 . to ask, entrea t 

416. sheet 

4 17. chi lly 
418. to pass by 

[Korean] 

pendzi 

masio 
imsegi 

eroma:! 
totia aniu 
imsehanren-sara:mi 

nari 
bita:!palina:nge 

bitio 
cemuo 

saga so 
pan-nari 

sun-gimi 
cer-bani 

sdi sugoni 

argaso 
totusaki 

dibu dzari 
srezurkani 

sonnari 
so dab-sinren ankani 
mani asim tia anio 

kadzeo (tira:-oe) 

pen-maga: (magre) 
maga:-ea j(magapanin 

ca:i) 
pargaso 

pio 
xabul' liburi 

tsxao 
tina-kao 

419. application , sodzi 

petition 
420. to exercise (a sintsa kao 

horse); spend(?) 

42 1. sweet (of 
wate r); insipid 

422. wheat 

423. dust 
424. monument 
425 . steam 

kakadzao 

tsamtsamusi 

mundzi 

pi 

burtimi 
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[Gloss] 

426. sand 

427 . flame . blaze 

428. sa la ry. pay 

429 . pillow . cushion 

430. a fire 

431. "Take it. " 

432. haymaking ; 

meadow(?) 

433 . flood. influx 

434. delivery 

435. wire 

436. a n o uting 

437. simple; sta nding 

idle(?) 

438 . percentage 

439. pond 

44(). a saw 

441 . song 

442. cock 

443 . bird 

444. to talk. 

converse 

445 . different. 

various 

page 13 

446. crawfish 

447 . early 

441\ . rice 

449. matt ing 

450. sh irt 

45 1. rifl e 

452. wash-sta nd 

453. Ru~sian 

454 . fish 

455. radish 

456. river 

457 . wine-glass 

4511. wound 

459 . horn 

460. plant 

461. cool ie's rack 

462. hand 

463. to sit down 

464 . garden 

..\65 . fa t . ta llow 

1.R.P. KING 

[Korean] 

bosoi 
pur nadso pad ora sia 

padti 

ton munung<e 

p<egao 

pun. punnund<e 

padara 

cukxau 

tiosu 

si rre-onga 

sazuri 

donungre 

scank<e [sic] 

pioni 

burundoi 

txobi 

sori xana ng<e 

sutargi 

dartsum sui 

mar xagasu 

iara gadzi 

kadze(ke) 

irtsu -gao 

dipsari 

koz,cgi 

cak sami[ sic \ 

coi 
sosi krisi [sic[ 

mi.ludziC (iain)(orasa) 

bur kogi 

bllki 

xan- muri 

sur-tsani 

pxi 

puri 

tsaran'og;c 

CigiC 

soni. ixiri 

a n-kaso 

pan coni 

kobi 

[Gloss] 

466. sugar 

467 . bee t 

468. po rk 

469. pig 

470. candle 

471. herring 

472 . silver 

473 . blue 

474. how much 

475 . quickly 

476. sweet 

477. to listen 

478. to watch 

479. snow 

480. dog 

481. salted 

482. salted meat 

4R3 . sa lt 

page 14 

484. soy 

485. to sleep 

486. matches 

487. to as k 

488. to hurry 

489 . a g lass. tumbler 

490. g lass (adj.) 

49 1. table 

492. chair ' 

493 . cloth 

494 . soup 

4',15. dry 

496. score; bi ll ; calcula -

tion 
497. d1llnp: raw 

498. eheese 

499. nort h 

[Korean] 

plCntai 

purgun muki 

totu kogi 

toti 

co 

calC 

ini 

puruo 

o r mao 

paJi(kipi) 

tao 

tiso 

pogaso 

nuni 

kre 

kan greso 

kan -dim kogi 

sogomi 

cai 
tsagaso 

slCn-niu-va 

muso 

tsatsug-xao 

iuri-tsa ni 

illri-k imuri 

sa i 

an,en-sai 

cuni 

Can-nlltrl 

maliaso( l11aringe) 

xoce(supani) 

s'r"so( tsa:zoso) 

dugi 

pug-pagi[ typo 

rur-tsagi \ 

500. hence. frolll here en-geru 
501. lead e n 

502 . sunlight tsa ni 

503 . the sun XXil 

504 . sick le. reaping kaxtn -nadi 

hook 
50S . slaughter-house 

506. periud . date 
Illapuzikalll, 

zen iaj r sic[ 



[Gloss] 

507. steel 

508. station 

509. wa ll 

510. hay 

511. court 

5 12. seed 

513. tobacco 

514 . there 

515 . plate 

516. telegram 

5 17. cart 

518 . dark 

519. now 

520 . warm 

521. to stoke 

page 15 

522. pavement 

523. difficult 

524 . rag, duster 

525. slipper 

526. gourd 

527. dough 

528. heavy 

529 . goods, 

.me rchandise 

530. trade 

531. pipe ; chimney ; 

tube 

532. axe 

533. grass 

534. fog 

535 . shade , shadow 

536. to gather up ; 

harvest 

537. wood coal, 

charcoal 

538 . coal 
.'i:W. to eat suppe r 

540. supper 

541. vinegar 

542 . st reet 

543. to know how 

to do 
544 . oyste r 

545. duck 

THE KOREAN DIALECr MATER IALS IN MATYEEY'S 19(X) 

[Korean] 

kansoa 

siuim-tomi 
narnegi [parnegi 

parpegi? l 

sa i 

tsapanoi 

tsigasi 

tamb<e 

[Gloss] 

546. in the morning 

547 . fish soup 

548. to walk (away) 

549. to ride (away) 

550. loss , damages 

551. "ugor" (?) 

552. ear 

553 . -school 

[Korean] 

a-dze-gc 

burkogi can-muri 

kao 

ma ri-txago-kao 

bitetso 

bautobung 

kutii 

sadai 

325 

tegi 

tsan-bani 

554 . teacher 

555 . pupil 

soda-xundiaj, sonsu; 

sodanagi 

tembo 556. pheasant koi 

su-rgi 557 . surname soi 

odupso 

idzre 

558. fanza(Manchurian tibi 

house) 

topso 

purt<eo 

cir-egi( d<erpani) 

papuo 

s<en-dzi 

bekri [sic) 

xo-bagi 

kargi-Cinge 

bugopso 

murgoni 

kaga (d<eni) 

kusa 

toki 

pxuri 

angai 

kirimdzi 

kadze-kao 

namu-suci 

559. lamp, lantern 

page 16 
560. pound (lb) 

561. bread; loaf 

562. cold 

563 . good 

564 . to want 

565. host 

566 . flower 
567. "tsynovka "(?) 

568. price 

569. zinc 

570. tea 

571. cup; bowl; pan 

572. person 

573. ink 

574 . black 

575 . stale; hard ; 

ca llous 

576. garlic 

577. to clean 

578. clean 

579. 

sog-tani 580. 

co n-agi-tsanso geo [sic] 58 1. 

con-agi 582. 

to read 

what 
an o ffic ial 

si lk 

tso i 

ko n,·mogi 

ao 

583 . wool 

584. fur coat 

585 . sphere 
586. a fine 
587 . "shishka" 

coroi 

kin-sui 

togi 
tsxao ( cipso) 

teso 

sonio 

cuini 

kodzi 
cem-dzi 

kapsi 

ianteri 

camuri 

kirisi 
sar<emi 

mogi 

komso 

kvakva-zao 

mana:ri 

sedze-xao 

kaka-zao 

nirininge 

buzi[buzuge I 
kvandiaj 

mendi 

txori 

kao-si 

tori dori xa ng<ei 
sogconi 

mantu kuri 

o ri (Korean " richeska " ) 
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[Gloss] (Korean] [Gloss] 

588. brush utt-sori 598. you("ty") 
589. to eat mokso( mokaeo )[sic] 599. he 
590. to go on mad -tago-kao 

horseback 
591. south nam-tsagi 
592. apple torpre 
593. egg targari (ari) 
594. box a kuo~ [sic] 
595. pit , hole ~ett ~ [sic] 
596. tongue [empty] 
page 17 
[Pronouns] 
597. I daj ' 

[Numerals) 
608 1 xanre 618 
609 2 tUTi 619 
610 3 SO! 620 
611 4 doi 621 
612 5 taSt 622 
613 6 eso 623 
614 7 dirugu 624 
615 8 iadu 625 
616 9 axu 626 
617 10 ian., 627 

1. Hello. 
2. Nice weather today. 
3. It's hot today. 
4. It's cold today. 
5. Do you understand? 
6. I understand . 
7. I don't understand. 
8. Come in. 
9. Come here. 

10. Sit down. 
11 . What is this? 
page 18 
12. Go and ask him. 
13. Who is this? 
14. What time is it? 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

600. she 
601. we 
602. you (polite 

form) 
603. you. (plural 

form) 
604. they 
605 . they (feminine) 
606. this one 
607. that one 

iar-xannai 628 21 
iar-turi 629 22 
iar-soi 630 30 
iar-doi 631 40 
iar-tast 632 50 
iar-eso 633 60 
iar-dirugu 634 70 
iar-iadu 635 80 
iar-axu 636 90 
sumuri 637 100 

Phrases 

penan-xao. 
odur dari teso . 
onur tonso.[sic] 
onur cipso. 
tan ~ini ao? 
dai ao. 
dai boru. 
ttro gao. 
egtri onara. 
anso. 
ige buzuge. 

ka~e buro para . 
ige dugio. 
ont~i 

[Korean) 

dre 
te-sarremi 
te-ankani 
uri 
tan-~tni 

tan-~innre 

te-sarrem-tori 
te-ankandori 
ige 
tegre 

sumur-xanna 
sumur-turi 
~orun 

magtn 
suin 
e~un 

dirtn 
iadtn 
axtn 
prek 
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15. I don't know. 
16, Wait a little bit. 
17. What is your surname? 
18. How much does this cost? 
19. It isn't expensive. 
20. Its very cheap. 
21. Will you sell this or not? 
22 . What is this called? 
23. I don't know(how). 
24. I can't do it. 
25 . (There are) Few.. 
26. Very few. 
27. Is it far , or not? 
28. Il's not far . 
29. Bring some water. 
30. Slower. 
31. Open the door. 
32. Close the door. 
33. Pour some tea . 
34. Is lunch ready , or not? 
35. Open a bottle of wine . 
36. Give (me, us) lunch . 
37. Take this thing away. 
38. Where is the cook? 
39. Lay the table. (?) 
40. This food isn ' t prepared well . 

[no gloss] 
41. How much do you earn a month? 
42. Boil some tea . 
43. Tell him not to go . 
44. Is he at home, or not? 
45. I don 't understand what you're saying. 
page 19 
46. I don 't speak Korean . 
47. Exchange this thing for me. 
48. This hasn't dried yet. 

49. How much does one orange cost? 
SO. Bring an interpreter. 
51. Do you want to eat? 
52. Sit down . 
53. Give (me) the change . 
54. Take the money. 
55. Enough. 
56. Do you know the way? 
57. Don' t smoke here. 
58. Go to sleep/bed. 

dai boruo. 
cokom-Ci dur guo. 
tan sini soi buzugeo. 
ige kapsi 6rmreo. 
ige sedia anio. 
ige kapsi breo sreo. 
igo pxargreso ani pxargreco. 
ige buzu geragu xao. 
nani boru. 
nani bokiri gasu. 
eakso. 
breo cakso. 
bou ani bou. 
bodi anio. 
buru kadze onara. 
todi 
mu nu erora. 
munu tadara 
cimur pusora.[sic] 
cemsimi toiaso ani toiasoso. [typo) 
.tansur pensaru erora . 
cemsi mur tire onora. 
igo kadze kagara. 
odimre imsek xanin sarimi. 
sare kadtsara. 
i imsogi tsar motreso. 
cem si mur tire onora. 
xantarre ormrer pakaso. 
camuru kirrera. 
tesaramu dirgora odimrer~ kadi maliagu . 
tibi iso obso. 
dai boru dre busun bar xanengo. 

dai cesa?n mar boru. 
i kimuru daru pakatsuo . 
ige andzugi mari dia aneso. 

kapsi ol'm:a cuiza xanna. 
txonsiri tarre onara. 
boki sonio ani sonio . 
anzara. 
en zatonu tsuo. 
ton u kadzcnl . 
kuman'b. 
ciri aomoruo. [sic] 
engesa tan bad bokti mao. 
dibo tsagira 

327 
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59. Bring a water-carrier. 
60. Give the cow some hay. 
61. Clean the yeard. 
62. Sweep the street. 
63. Fetch a chimney-sweep. 
64 . Bring a contractor to clean 

up the filth . 
65. Where are you going (by horse)? 
66. Where are you going (in a cart)? 
67. Where are you coming from (by horse)? 
68. Where are you coming from (by cart)? 
69. Why have you come? 
70. What is your business today? 
71. Get out of here now. 
72. Help me carry the suitcase . 
73. Buy a newspaper. 
page 20 
74. Take a bottle of milk . 
75. Take a telegram . [sic) 
76. Go to the post office. 
77 . Buy a ticket at the train station 
78 . Take (my) things 10 the station . 
79. Turn right. 
80. Bear to the left. 
81. Don 't shout. 
82 . Hey! 
83. Hey, you! 
84. Is it heavy to carry? 
85. Carry it carefully . 
86. Make a complaint to the mirovoi. 
87. Ask him to write an application. 

88. Pay fo r the applica tion . 
89. How much . do you want? 
90. What are you crying for? 
91. Who offended you'l 
92. Is it boring for you to live here? 
93. Where are your relatives? 

[More NumeraJs] 

94 o'clock xan- si 
95 2 " lu -si 
96 3 " se-si 
97 4 " de- si 
98 5 " tasi-si 
elC. 

mur cini sanemu tarre omera. 
am soru sreri tsora. 
urari kondzuri xarera. 
kormogu sirrera. 
kumugsedze xanren sarimu tarira kagrera. 
tarre onrera konzuru xanren sarremu 

konzuru .xaragu kekre zadi an ingou. 
dre odiri marre txagu kan'nia . 
dre odiri surge andza kan'nia. 
dre odimoosa mara: txagu van'nia . 
dre odimresa surge andza van'nia: 
da: buzi van 'nia. 
da:ge onur buzun'b (otOI1b) irinia . 
isil' li kagrera(na gagrera). 
dari cemodanb kadte kagi kuxrera. 
!limunu satagu (satsuo) . [sic] 

!ledze pendzari kadzera . 
kadze kaga:ra tenboru sreZUTb kanreri . 
sreZUTb kana:1 b kagrera. 
pusrugi cira:isa Soanb nianb peri sara . [sic] 
Cimu pursuruci tremuru !liro kagrera. 
orunb tsagreri Ion, gara . 
canb tsagiri tsorera. [sic] 
obutsegb cir xadi mara . 
irabo. 
irabo pse. 
kadze kagi bugopso ani bugopso . 
tsosimb xae kadze kagera . 
Mirovoi sudre sonsreri xarera. 
sodizr'b si taliagu pio. 
sodzi kapsu burora (buo) . 
ormrerb pakasu. 
drebuzi un 'nia. 
dugi dreri bopsi xodrenia . 
dre egisa sargi tai-tapb xania . [sic] 
odimre do cin cegi in'nia . [sic] 

99 I dollar ironb 
100 2 do ll ars !VOnb 

101 ruble xan -niai 

102 2 rubles tu-niai 

\03 3 " sokb-niai 
104 4 N dog- ni ai 
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105 5 H tan- niai 
106 1 kopeck xon-girts;r [sic) 
107 2 N tu-girts;r 
108 3 N se-girtsa: 

15 Everett St., # 4 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
U.S.A. 

109 

110 

111 
etc. 

ION 
20 N 

30 N 

iar-kirts;r (xandoll'b) 
sumu-kirts;r (tu-doIl'b) 
sorin-kirts;r (so-don) 
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